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Chanter 1. Summary
The groups studied in this thesis were introduced by
D. H. McLain in his Ph. D. dissertation. By a McLain group we
mean a group & derived as follows. Let V be a vector space,
basis [e^: A e f)} where Q is a partially ordered set, over a
field P. For A < pi e fi, define an automorphism of V, t(A,pi), by
t(A,pi)(ep) = e^ + eA
t(A,pi)(ea) = ea a / pi
Let & = gp|t(A, pi) : A < pi e Q]
In Chapter 2 we define the altitude and depth of an
element a of fi, and the separation between two elements a and /3.
Some properties of altitude, depth and separation are described,
and results which will be needed in later chapters are given.
In Chapter 3 we study the upper central series of G and
show that a necessary and sufficient condition for & to have
a centre is that Q has a minimal element ji$ and a maximal element
I) with < co. We find an expression for a general term of the
upper central series, viz.
= gp[t(a,/3) : alta $ dop/3 < A|
and hence an expression for the central height of G. A
necessary and sufficient condition for G to be a ZA group is
also given.
In Chapter 4 we consider the lower central series of G
and obtain an expression for a general term of the lower central
scries, viz..
y^(&) = gp[t(a,/3) ; sep(a,/?) » A]
I
Some results connecting the central height and central depth of
& are given, and some partial results about the derived series
of & are obtained. We show that if G is a ZA group then G is a
ZD group, but give an example to show that the converse is not
necessarily true.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we consider the central series of
the semidirect product, V.&. The upper central series of V.G
is completely characterised, and partial results are obtained for
the lower central sreies and the derived series of the
semidirect product.
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Chapter 2. Definitions and preliminary results
Let V be a vector space, basis [e^ ; A e fij, where Q is
a partially ordered set with order <, over a field F,
For A < /j e Q, define t(A, p) by
t(A,p)(e^) = e^ * eA
= eg o £ \i
Let G = gp[t(A,/j) : A,p <r Q and A < pj
G is usually written Mc(Q,F), the McLain group of fl over F.
Let G have identity 1. and V have identity 0.
We first give some results about expanding commutators.
Lemma 2.1 In any group K, if x, xi, ...xn, y, yi, ...yr € K, then
xs. .'.txn
[xi xn ,y] = [xi,y] [xn,y]
yr ya... .yr
and [x,y^ yr] = [x,yr] [x,yr_i ] [x,yi]
where [x,y] = x"4y~1xy and = y_1xy = x[x,y]
Lemma 2.2 If .a, /3, y, 5 e with a < /? and y < 8, then
[t(a,/3),t(y,S)] = 1 if a / 8 and 13 / y
= t(a, S) if /3 = y
= t(y,/3)-\£f a = S
We use the following definitions and conventions
[x,y,z3 = LLx,yl,zJ
W is the first infinite ordinal
a < b means that a is less than b or a = b
A C B means that A is contained in B or A = B
* denotes reverse ordering
m|a,b^ = maximum of a and b.
%
Corollary 2.5 If a, /3, y, 8 f fl with a < /3 and y < 8, then
[t(a,/3)k,t(y,S)n] = 1 if a / 6, J3 / y
= t(a, 6)kn if, p = y
= t(y,/3)-kn if a = 8
The next result is proved in (10).
Lemma 2.4 If ft is a partially ordered set with order <, then
there exists a total ordering £ of Q where if A < /i then A ^ (i,
Call < and $ compatible.
Fix a total ordering « on fl which is compatible with <,
Since $ is an extension of <, this should not cause any confusion.
We use this total order to obtain a canonical form for an element
u of G,
m m
Lemma 2.5 Let u = t(Ai,fii) 1 .t(Ar,f<r) r e G where Vi mv ^ 0. Then u can
n n
be expressed in a canonical form t(ai,/?i) 1 t(ak,A<) with nt f 0
where the pairs (ai,/3i) are distinct and if 1 « i < j 4 k, then
a i = aj -*■ /3l < J3j or /?L and /3j are not comparable and
/3l = /3j -> cti > aj or at and aj are not comparable.
m m
Proof u = t(Ai,/Ji) 1 t(Ap, fir) •
With the total order {Ai,fii, Ar,firj forms a finite
totally ordered set, Jct1^ct2< $anj say.
For 1 ( i,j £ n and ffi « ffj define the weight of (aI, aj),
written w(ai, aj) as fellows
w(ai,aj) = 0 if Vk <7|< 3 oi or aj $ ak
w(at,aj) = if 3k such that w(ai,ak) = #-1 and
w( ok, aj) = 0
Order the pairs (ai,aj) as follows, using <• for the order.
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If w(ai, crj) < w(ak, crm), then (ai, aj) <' ( ak, am) .
If w( ai, aj) = w( ak, am) and cr i =S ak then ( <U, crj) <' (okjCfo).
Denote [(ai , aj ) <' <• (ai. , crj ,\ by
11 n n
Kyi,s,) <• <• (yn,sn)}.
If t(yi,8i) = t(Ai,/Ji) and t^ijSO does not occur anywhere else
in the expression for u, or if t(yi,Si) does not occur at all in
the expression for u, leave t(yi,8i) and consider
If not, 'move' all occurrences of t(yi,8i) to the beginning of
the expression for u, using the relation ab = ba[a,b], The
commutators [a,b] obtained in this way will either be 1 or of the
form t(A,/j) with at least one of A < y, and p > 8, holding, by
corollary 2.3 i.e. w(A, n) > w(yi,St) and so (A,/j) = (yj, Sj) for
some j > 1.
n n r r
Suppose u = t(ai,/3i) 1 ... .t(ax ,Ac) xt(Am,^m) m..t(Ay,ny) y
where (ai,/9i) <' (a2,/32) <' <' (ax,/3x).
Let (yj,5j) = (Ai,|ul) for some i with n « i « y be such that
(«x,/5x) <* (yj, Sj) and if (yk, Sk) <• (yj,Sj) then
(yk, Sk) <' (ax,/3x) or (yk, Sk) / (Az, /j2) m « z s y.
n
Move t(yj,8j) to the position immediately after t(ax,/3x) 1 using
the relation ab = ba[a,b], The commutators [a,b] will either be
1 or of the form t(A, n) with at least one of A < yj or /u it Sj
holding i.e. w(A, n) > w(yj, Sj) and so (A, /j) = (yk,Sk) for
some k > j.
In this way u can be put in the form stated in the lemma,
A similar result is proved in (4),
Once has been fixed, the canonical form for u obtained
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in the above manner is unique, but net otherwise. In what
follows 'canonical fern' means the canonical forn obtained
using ^ as in the proof of lenna 2.5.
Note that u in canonical forn is the identity iff no
terns occur in it.
n nk
Let u =t1 ........t(ak,/3|<) eG be in canonical
forn and let /? <r {/31} Call a a naxinal element
associated with /3 in u if t(a//3) is one of the generators
occurring in the canonical expression for u and if t(ai,/3) is
one of the generators occurring in the canonical expression for
u, then ai < a or ai and a are not comparable.
Let a e (cti, >akl. Call /3 a nininal element associated with
a in u if t(a,£) is one of the generators occurring in the
canonical expression for u and if t(a,/3j) is one of the
generators occurring in the canonical expression for u, then
/3j > £ or /3j is not comparable with
If 0 is totally ordered, then there is a unique naxinal
element associated with fi and a unique minimal element
associated with a in u.
The next results introduce the natural sun of two
ordinal numbers which will bo needed in chapter 3.
Lenna 2.6 Ary ordinal p £ 0 can be uniquely represented in
the normal forn
/3i B2 /3k
p ?= u y, + ify2 + + w yk
where ui is the first infinite ordinal, k, yi yk are
finite ordinals £ 0 and the exponents are ordinals
satisfying /?i > /3a > > /3k £ 0.
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The above lemma is theorem 10 cf chapter 5 ^11 of (l).
Let cr,p be in normal form as in lemma 2.6,
a — 1j uPxyx, p = 2a 0)^X8X
x x
Since each sum contains only a finite number of terms, the same
exponents /9x can be used in both these cases, admitting a
finite number of coefficients yx = 0 and 5X = 0. Then the
natural sum of cr and p, written cr & p is defined by
a 0 p = L uPx(yx + Sx)
x
Note that a Q- p ~ p Q. a, although o Q- p need not equal either of
the ordered sums a + p and p + cr.
Lemma 2,.7 If cr < p, then a Qt r < p 0- r for any ordinal r.
Proof Let cr = 2a p = 2a and r = 2j uP^Xn,—
y y y
Then, since each sum contains only a finite number of terms, the
same exponents /Sy can be used in all three cases, admitting a
finite number of coefficients yy = 0, Sy = 0 and Ay = 0.
Then cr © r = yy + Ay)
p i 7" = 2J o/^( Sy + Ay)
V
Since cr < p, 3 k such that yk < Skand for i < k, yi = Si.
So for some k, since yk, §k and Ak are finite, yk + Ak < Sk + Ak
and, for i <. k, yi + Al = Sl + Ai.
Hence a Q. r < p Q- r.
A chain C is a maximal totally ordered set.
Call a and ^ e Q end elements of a chain if a < /3 and
V y c 0, a < y or a and y are incomparable and /3 > y or /3 and y
are incomparable.
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Call a chain with end elements an interval.
Denote any interval with end elements a and by [a,j3]. If
Q is partially ordered there may be several intervals [a,/3], but if
fl is totally ordered [a,/3] is unique.
If a < /? and a, ft e chain C, then the subinterval
[a>P»y : y € C and a .< y < /3}.
The length of a chain is the ordinal number of the order
type of the chain, if this exists. Otherwise define the length of
the chain to be «>. By convention 00 > A for all ordinals A and
A + o° = «i+A=:<».
The altitude, alta, of a e 0 is defined by
alt a = 0 if V/3 f Q, /3 > a or ft and a are not comparable.
If every subchain containing c< contains a minimum below d
and all subchains ]?x ,<*1 are well ordered, then
- /urv (ft-Cf A n ,)
a
fit* an) (I f d
Otherwise define alt<^to be o° and then alt o> 7 A for all ordinals
The depth, dep^, of G 9- is defined by
dep£ = 0 if V ftJ£, T' ^ or & and (3 are not comparable.
If every subchain containing jl contains a maximum above ^
and all subchains Ijl are well ordered, then
then dep ^5 > for all ordinals A
For convenience, if alta is some ordinal p, write
alt a < °°, and if dep/3 is some ordinal v, write dep/3 < <».
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The following lennas give some elementary properties of
altitude and depth.
Lemma 2.8 (1) If alt a < °° and 6 < a, then aH8 < °° and alt 8 <alta.
(2) If alt a = then 30 < a with alt0 —
(3) If depp < 00 and y > P, then depy < 00 and depy < depP.
(4) If depp = 00, then 3$ > P with dep<£ = °°.
Proof (l) If 8 < a, then alta = lin(altp + 1) > alt8.
Pea
Honco alt 8 < alt a < <»#
(2) Suppose that if 8 c a then alt 8 < ».
Then alta = lim(altS + 1) <«> , since altS + 1 < °° V8 < a.
8<a
So 30 < a with alt0 = «>.
(3) Proof similar to (l).
(4) Proof similar to (2).
Lemma 2.9 (1) If alta = A and /J < A then 3y < a with alty = p.
(2) If dopP = p and c < p then 38 > p with depS = p.
Proof (1) By induction.
Let alta = 4.
Since alta £ 0, 3p < a and altp < alta i.e. altp = 0
So (l) is true when A - 1.
Suppose that (1) holds when alta = A.
Let alta = A + 1.
Then 3p' < a with altp* = A, since if altp < A Vp < a, then
alta =r lin(altp + 1) ^ A, which is impossible. Since altp' = A,
P< a
the induction hypothesis can be applied to show that 3y <. P'
(and so < a) with alty = p.
Now let A be a limit ordinal, and suppose (l) holds Vp < A,
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Then 3p' < a with ju $ alt/3' < A, since if alt/? < (i V/ < a, then
Alt a = lin(alt/3 + 1) s* \x < A, which is impossible.
/?<a
If altP' = £i, there is nothing more to prove.
If alt/?' > p, then by the induction hypothesis 3y < /?• < a
with alty = /J,
Hence result.
(2) is proved similarly.
Leppa 2.10 If alt a = k (< u), then all chains [Ox,a] have
length < k + 1.
If dep[3 = k, then all chains [P,Py] have length « k + 1,
Proof Let alt a = k, and let [a0, a] be a chain of length k + 2, say
a0 < a<-< a2 < at< < a
Then alta0 £ 0 -* alta, £ 1 altctk > k -*■ alta ? k + 1, which
is a contradiction. So all chains [ax,a] have length 4 k + 1.
The result for depth is proved similarly.
Corollary 2.11 If alta = k (<w), then 3 a chain [ax,a] of
length k + 1.
If dep/3 = k, then 3 a chain [/?, fly] of length k + 1.
Proof By induction on k.
Let k = 1.
If alt a = 1, then Vp < a, alt/3 = 0 i.e. fi is minimal, and 3/3' < a
with altP' = 0 i.e. [/?', a] has length 2.
Suppose that the result holds for k £ n. Let alta = n + 1.
Then by lenna 2.9, 35 < a with alt6 = n.
By the induction hypothesis, 3 a chain [ax,5] of length n + 1.
Then [ax,a] = [ ax, 5] U [a] has length n + 2.
1.0
[ax,a] = [ ax, S] U [ a] since if 5 < y < a, then alty > altS — n
and alty < alt a =• n + 1, which is inpossible.
The result for depth is proved similarly .
Lemma 2.12 alta = k iff all chains [ax,a] have length £ k + 1
and 3 a chain [a0,a] of length k + 1.
depP - k iff all chains [p,Py] have length ^ k + 1 and
3 a chain [p,p0 3 °f length k + 1.
Proof Only if:- by lemma 2.10 and corollary 2.11,
If:- by induction on k.
Suppose all chains [ax,a] have length 2 and 3 a chain [a0,a] of
length 2. Then a0 is a minimal element and alta0 = 0.
So alt a & 1. If alta > 1, by corollary 2.11 there is a chain
[ax,a] of length > 2, which is impossible. So alt a = 1.
Suppose the result holds whenever k $ n.
Lot all chains [ ax, a] have length n + 2 and let [ a0, a] be a
chain of length n + 2. Let 5 < a. Then ary chain [ax, S] can
be extended to a chain [ax,a], and so any chain [ax,S] has
length $ n + 1, and by the induction hypothesis altS s n.
So if S < a, then altS ^ n. Since there is a chain [a0,a] of
length n +- 2, a has an immediate predecessor in that chain, y
say, and [a0,y] has length n + 1. So alty = n, and so alta = n+1.
The result for depth is proved similarly.
Lemma 2.12(a) If [ax>a] has order type A + 1, then alta £ A




alt a J 0 Va e Q so the result is true when [«x,«] has order type 1.
Suppose that if [ax,a] has order type A + 1, chen alta £ A.
Lot [ax,a] have order type A * 2.
Since A + 1 is not a limit ordinal, a has an immediate predecessor
in [ox,a] - call it P, By the induction hypothesis, alt/3 » A
and so alt a > A + 1.
Lot A be a limit ordinal and suppose that Vp < A, if [ax, a] has
order type /u + 1, then alt a ? /i. Let [ax,a] have order type
A + 1. Then V/j < A,3/3 e [«!,«] such that [ax,p J. has order
type p + 1, since it has a last element.
By the induction hypothesis, altp > p.
r*
Vp < A, alt a > altp > P i.e. alt a > p.
r*
so alt,a » A, and the result follows.
"fa -pK ctppHi vi ptfutd i
+i
Lemma 2.15 If alt a < A and [t(a,P),t(y, 8)] -t(0,$), then
alt 0 < A.
4 |
If depp < p and [t( a,p),t(.y, 8) ] = t(0, $), then dep<£ < /i.
Proof By corollary 2.3, [t( a, p), t(y, S) ] - 1
or t( a, 8) if y - p
or t(y,p)_1 if a - 6.
So [t( a,p) ,t(y, 6) ] = t( 0, <p) 'means that 6 - a (and then y = p)
or 0 = y (and then a - S)
If 0 =- a, then alt0 < A.
If 0 = y, then y < 8 = a and so by lemma 2.8(l) alt0 < A.
Hence result
The result for depth is proved similarly.
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An ordered set S is well ordered if every non-empty subset
of S has a first element. The empty set is also considered to be
well ordered.
An equivalent definition of well ordering is given by
Lemma 2.14 An ordered set S is well ordered iff it has no subset
of type cu*, where * denotes reverse ordering.
Proof If S is well ordered, then every non-empty subset of S
has a first element, and so no subset of S has order type w*.
Conversely, if no subset of S has order type o>*, then
every non-empty subset of S has a first element. For, if
there were a non-eiapty subset without a first element, it
would contain a sequence (si<) such that, for any k, sk + i < s^k
i.e. a sequence of type co*.
The above lemma is taken from (1.).
Lemma 2,15 Let fi be totally ordered. Then
(1) alt a =. A iff Q has a minimal element u and [ a), a] has order
type A + 1.
(2) dep£ = A iff Q has a maximal clement a and [/3,0) ] has order
■type A + 1.
Proof (1) By induction on A.
Lot Q have a minimal element u> and let [w, a] have order type A+1.
Let A = 0. Then a] — and alt a = altjw = 0.
Suppose that whenever A « /j, if [gj, a] has order
tjrpe A+1, then alt a = A. Let [ w, a] have order type p + 2.
If p < a, [w,P] has order type $ p + 1 and so altP p.
Since n + 1 is not a limit ordinal, a has an immediate predecessor
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P' and [_w,P'] has order type p + 1. By the induction
hypothesis altp' = p.
Hence alta = lin(altp + 1.) =• p + 1.
p<o.
Let A be a limit ordinal and suppose that Vp < A if [oj, a] has
order type p + 1, then alta = p. Let [a>, a] have order type
A + 1. Vp < a, let [a),p] have order type Pp + 1, since [w, p]
has a last element, linp^ = A and by the induction hypothesis
altp =■ palta = lin(altp + 1*) = lin(p., + l) = A.
p P< a p< a '
Conversely, let alta = A. Show by induction on A that
Q has a minimal olenent w_ and that [gj, a] has order type A + h.
Let A = 0. If alta = 0, then a is a minimal element w say,
and J a| has order typo 1.
Suppose that if alta $ A, then Q has a minimal element u and
[w, a] has order type alt a + 1. Lot alt a = A + i.
Then by lemma 2.9, 3p < a with altp =• A. I$y the induction
hypothesis, fi has a minimal element w and [oj,P] has order type
A + 1. P is the. immediate predecessor of a , for if 3y with
@ < If c then alty > altp i.e. alty > A and. alty < alta
i.e. alty < A + 1, which Is impossible.
So [o),aJ = [opp] U I a] has order type A + 2.
Let A be a limit ordinal and suppose that if alta = p (<A),
then Q has a minimal element and [a>, a] has order type p + 1,.
Let alta =■ A. Then lim(altp + l) = A.
P<a
Since 3P < a, with altp < A, fl has a minimal element a) by the
induction hypothesis, [&, a] has order type > A + 1,, since it
has a last element and if p < A, 3p < a with altP^ = p.
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By tho induction hypothesis, C^P^l has order type p + 1.
Suppose that <x has an immediate predecessor p i.e. 3P e II
such that p < a and Vy e fj either y < p or a < y.
Then since altp < alt a, altp = p < A and [o>,P] has order type
p + 1,. [ &), a] = [aj, p] U [ a] has order type p + 2 and so by the
first part of the proof alt a = p + 1. This is a contradiction.
So a has no immediate predecessor and [ oj, a] has order type A + 1,.
(2) is proved similarly.
Lemma 2.16 If f) is totally ordered, then for any ordinal A,
there is at most one element a of Q with alto. = A and at nost
one element p of Q with depp = A.
Proof Suppose 3a, a1 e fi with alt a —- alt a' = A.
Since Q is totally ordered a and a' are comparable.
If a < a', then by lemma 2.8 alt a < alt a', which is a contradiction.
If a' < a, then by lemma 2.8 alt a' < alt a, which is a contradiction.
Hence result.
The result for depth is proved similarly.
Lemma 2.1,7 If every subchain containing a contains a minimum
below a, then alt a < <» and all sub intervals [ ax, a] are
well ordered.
If every subchain containing p contains a maximum above
P, then depp .< « and all subintervals [p, pyf are well ordered.
Proof Suppose that every subchain containing a contains a
niniraam below a. Let C be a subchain containing a.
Then [y : y e C and y < a or y = aj contains a minimum below a
and can be written [ <xx, a],.
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Suppose that titer© is a sub interval [ a®, a] which is not
well ordered i.e. [a®,a] has a subset of type w*, say
[a > a! > > an > ]• This subset can be extended to a
subchain of [ax, a] (by inserting elements b tween ai and al+1)
which does not have a minimal element. This is a contradiction.
Hence [a®,a] is well ordered.
If alta = oo, then by lenna 2.8 3gi < a with alt«i = °°.
Suppose that if alt a = «®, then 3ai > a2 > .> «n with altai =°°.
Then by lemma 2.8 3an + i < an with altan + i =
This subset a > > > an >..... can be extended to a
subchain of fi which does not have a minimal element by
inserting elements between a I and ai+i. This is a contradiction.
Hence alt a < °°.
The result for depth is proved similarly.
Lemma 2.18 If alt a < °°, then every subchain containing a
contains a minimum below a and all subchains [a®,a] are
well ordered.
If depp < °°, then every subchain containing P
$
contains a maximum above p and all subchains [P,Py] are
well ordered.
Proof This is an immediate consequence of the definition.
Let alt a s 0, Then a is a minimal element and the result holds.
Suppose that the result holds when alt a < /j and. let alt a = q.
Let C be a subchain containing a. Either a is a minimal element
for C (and then the result holds) or 3p e C with P < a.
Since p < at, altp < \x, and so C contains a minimum, a® say,
below P and hence below <x.
So every subchain containing a contains a minimum below a and
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by lemma 2.17 all subchains [a»jCii] are well ordered.
The second part of the lemma is proved similarly.
Lemma 2,1.9 If altct = % then a belongs to .a chain C with no
least element and if depP = °®, then P belongs to a chain C'
with no greatest element.
Proof Follows from lemma 2.17 and lemma 2.18.
Lemma 2.20 If Q is partially ordered, then alt a < <» and
dep a < <» Va e Q iff all chains in Q are finite.
Proof Let at e fi.
If all chains in Q are finite, then each subchain containing
a contains a minimum below a and a maximum above a.
♦
All sub-intervals [ <%, a] and [ a} Uy] are finite and
therefore well ordered, and so by lemma 2.17 alt a < <» and
dep a <
Now suppose that alt a < «» and dep a < » Va e fi.
By definition every subchain containing a contains a
maximum above a and a minimum below a.
Suppose that there is a subchain of type oj, a < at <....< an <
Then this suhchain does not contain a maximum above a
contradicting the definition of depth., Similarly any subchain of type w*
containing a will not contain a minimum below ot contradicting
the definition of altitude
.
So all chains are finite.
Corollary 2.21 If alta < 00 and dep a < °o whenever a is neither
maximal nor a minimal element, then all chains in Q are finite
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If Q is totally ordered, then alta < <» and
depa < ca \/a e fi iff fi is finite.
Lemma 2,23 If u e gpit(a,p) : alt a 9 dop^- < A} and
n n
u = t(ai,pi) 1 t(aK,Pk) then alt a . 9 depp^. < A Vi.
Proof If alto. 0- depp < A and alty 9 depS < A, then
if [t(a,p),t(y,8)] = t(0,$) then altfi 9 dep<£ < A,
For if [t(a,p),t(y,8)] = t(6r<f) then either a = d and 8 = cp
or y =r 6 and p -
If a = Q and 8 = 4> then P = y and p < 8.
So alt a depS < alt a 9 depp < A,
If y = 0 and P = <£ then a = 8 and y < a.
So alty 9- depp < alto. 9 depP < A,
Since 11 e gp[t( afp) ; alta 9 depp < A], u can be expressed in
m m
the fom t(pi,aO 1 t(pr, rr) r with altpi 9 depai < A.
u is put into canonical forn by using the relation
m. in. *m ® J,
t(pi,ai) Ut(pj,Oj) J= t(pj,(Tj) Jt(pl,£Tl) l[t( P i, CTl) ,t(pj,Oj) J1
and by the remark at the beginning of the proof
[t(pi,CTi) l,t(pj,crj) e it(oi,p) : alta 9 depP < A],
hence result.
For a < p e fi define the separation of a and P, sep(a,p) by
sep(a,p) = 1, if Vy e fi, y < a or p < y or y is not comparable
with a and p.
If By € fi with a < y < p, then
■p t
sep(a,p) = lin[m[sep(a,y),sep(y,P) j + 1,j
a <y<p
** i'/ ^ ^ P
is
If a < p and sep(o,p) cannot be defined, write sep(o,p) = «*»,
If sep( a,p) = co, then sep( a, p) > A. for any ordinal A*
Note that separation is a order theoretic property.
An equivalent definition of separation is given by
sep(a,p) = 1, if Vy e D, y < a or p < y or y is not conparable
with a and P.
sep(o,p) = |i + 1i if Vy c fl with a < y < p, sep(ca,y) $ p and
sep( y,p) < /J and 3y with a < y < p and sep( a, y) = /i or
sep(y,p) = /j.
sep( a,P) = A(a linit ordinal) if Vy e Q with a < y < p
sep(a.y) < A and sep(y,P) < A and V/u < A 3 k . 5 with k. < 8
rf °<+f V » V H
and f [a,P] and aep(* ,8 ) = P.
Proof Let lin|ft\^sep(a,y),sep(y»p) ] * 1. ] = £i + 1.
acycp
r ^ p
Then Vy with a < y < p, sep (a, y) sJ p and sep (y,p) S
If sep(cc,y) < p and aep(y,p) < fJ Vy with a < y < p, then
lin^sep( a, y), sep(y,p) j + 1J ^ which is inpossible.
QKyc/p /r, 3"*/?
So 3y, a < y < P, with sep(a, y) =. /j or sep(y, p) = /J,
Conversely, if Vy with a < y < p, sep(a,y) ^ n and
sep(y,p) P and 3y, a < y < p, with sep( a, y) = /u or sep(y,p)
then lin|iisop(a,y) , sep (y,p)] +1.] = li + 1.
a<y<p c*.j jf
Lot A be a linit ordinal and suppose that the two
definitions are equivalent for all p < A.
Lnt linHsep(a,y),Sep(y,p) ] + 1| = A.
a<y<P,^«;
Since linHsep(a,y),sep(y,p) j +1| = A > /i 3y, a < y < [J with
«<y<P>/r/ r^p
sep(a,y) > /J or sep(y,p) > /u. Suppose w.l.o.g. sep(a,y) > p.
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Let sep(a, y) = p + p < A.
If p + p is a limit ordinal then by hypothesis there is a pair
k . , $ with. K ,< 8 and k ,8 e [a. y] and sep(« , 8 ) = p.p' p p p P P P P
Since y < p, k 8 e [a,p] and there is notning more to prove.
t*
If P + p is not a limit ordinal, find a pair /c^, 8^ of the
required form by induction on p.
If sep(cqy) =. p + 1, then by definition there is a 8, a < S <. y,
with sep(a, S) =- p or sep(8,y) = p.
Suppose that a pair k , 8 can be found whenever p < cr.
r4 r*
Let sep(a,y) = p + cr + 1. Then by definition there is a 8,
a < 5 < y, with sep(a, 8) = p + cr or sep(8, y) = p + cr.
% the induction hypothesis applied to ( a, 8) or (8, y), a pair
k ,S of the required form can be found.p> p H
Finally suppose that Vy with a < y < p, sep(a,y) < A
and sep(y.p) < A and Vp < A 3k , 8 with /c < 8 and /c , 8 e [a.P]'
p p p p p'p '
and 3ep(.K^r 8 ) » p.
Since a $ sop(a, 8 ) £ p and since $ p, sep(8^, p) £ p.
So Vp < A, 3/c.^, 8^ with sep(a, 8^) 5 p and sep(tf.^,p) > .p.
iilso, Vy with a < y < pt sep(oqy) < A and sep(y,p) < A,
So iin[4sep(a>y)»sep(y,p)] + 1-j = A.
The folloving lennas give some properties of separation
and some results connecting separation, altitude and depth.
Lemma 2,24 If a < y < p and sop(a,p) < oo^ then sep(a,y) < °°
and sep( y,p) <
Proof Let sep(a,p) = A,
Then, by definition, if a < y < p, sep( a, y) < A and sep( y, p) < A,
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If a $ y < S $ p and sep( a, p) < <», then sep( y, S) < ».
Lemaa 2.25 If sop( a,p) = oo# then there is a 8 with a < 5 < p
and sep( a, 8) = <x> or sep( 5, p) = <*».
Proof Suppose that for all 8 with a < 8 < p, sep(c5,s) < <*» an<3,
sep(8,p) < «».
Then lin sep( a, S), sep(S,p)| + 1.] < «>.
ac8<P,<*ib, hp
Hence result.
Lenna 2,26 Let Q be partially ordered and let a < J3 e fl.
IP [is infinite, then it has a proper subinterval which is infinite,
Proof Let [a,p\ be infinite and let o e [a,/?] with a < a < p.
If A e [a,p], then A < a or A £ a, since [a,p] is a totally
ordered set. Hence A c [a,c] or A e [cr,pJ.
So [a,p] = [a,e} U [a,p].
If [a, a] is finite and [ff,P] is finite, then their union nust
be finite i.e. [o*p] nust be finite.
So either [a,a] is infinite or [cr,p} is infinite.
Lenna 2.27 If aep(o,p) is finite, then all chains joining a and
P are finite. In particular, if sep(a,p) = n, then there is a
chain of length n + 1. joining a and p, and all chains joining a
and P have length $ n + 1.
Proof Let sep( a, p) = n.
Suppose that there is a chain [«,P]n+2 of length » n + 2.
Then there exists a set of elements, [ a < «k a2< < an«- p]
say, belonging to [a,p]n+2.
Sep(c2,,ai) £ \ -*■ sep(a,Os) ? 2-> sep(a,an) > n-* sep(a,p)> n+1.
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This is a contradiction.
So all chains joining <£ and P have length < n + 2.
Use induction on n to show that there is a chain [a,/?]
of length n + 1i.
Let sep(a, p) = 1, Then [a,P] has length 2 as no element of
lies between a and P.
Suppose that if sep(a^p) = p then there is a chain [a,p] of
length p + 1 and let sep(a,p) = p + 1.
Then there is a § with a < S < p and sep( a, S) = p or there is a
y with a < y < p and sep(y,P) = p.
Suppose w0l»o.g. that there is a S, a. < 8 <• p with sep(a,, S) =■ p.
Then there is a chain [a,8] of length p + 1 which can be
extended to a chain [a,p] of length'» p + 2.
fry the first parti of the proof, any chain joining a and p has
length $ p + 2.
So there is a chain [a,p] of length p + 2 and the result
follows.
Corollary 2.28 If 0 is totally ordered, then sep( a, p| = n iff
[ a, p] has length n + 1.
Lemma 2.29 If Q is totally ordered, then for all a.,p in Q
with a < p, sep(a,p) < co or sep( a, p) = <».
Froof If sep (a, p) > <o, then 3a1,pl with sep(ai,Pi) = u.
So suppose that there is a pair a, p in Q with sep (a, p) =■ us
Then if a < 8 < p, sep(. a, 8) is finite and sep(S, p) is finite.
Let sep(a,S) = n and sep(5,P) = n.
By corollary 2.28, [a,8] has length n + 1 and [S,p] has
length m + 1.
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So [a,p] = [a, 5] U [8,p] has length n + m + 1, and by-
corollary 2.28 sep(ci,p) = n + m < w, This is a contradiction.
So if a < p, sep(a,p) < w or sep(a,p) =■ oo.
Lemma 2.30 If all chains joining a and P are finite, then
sep(a,p) < co,.
Proof Suppose that all chains joining a and p are finite.
Let sep(o,p) =
%• lemma 2.25, 38!, a < Si < p such that sep(a,81) - » or
sep(8i,/J) = «>.
If 38i,....,8a belonging to some chain [a,P] such that for each
Si, 3.yi e | a, 5i,...5 i_i,p] with sep(Si,yi) =®or sep(yi,8i) = <»
then there is a Sn + i e [ay-Pl and a yn + i e [a, 5iSn,pj such
that sep(8n+i,yn+i) = » or sep(yn+i,Sn+i) =
So there is an infinite sequence [Si] e [c#,.p] i.e. there is an
infinite chain joining a and p.
Corollary 2.31 If all chains in Q are order isomorphic to a subset of the
integers, then sep(a,P) < Va,p e Q with a < p.
Proof Let a,P e Q with cl < p.
Then any chain [ a, p] cannot have order type w since it has a
last element and cannot have order type of* since it has a first
element. So any chain [a„p] is finite and by lemma 2.30
sep( C£,p) < oo.
Lenna 2.52 sep(a,P) < °° Va,p en with a < p iff all subsets of
n which are chains are order isomorphic to a subset of the integers.
Proof If:- follows, from narollery 2.31
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Only if:- Let sep(a,p) < <» Va,p e fi with, .a < /?»
Suppose that there is a subset of type oi* + a>+ 1 which is a
chain, say < a_n < cc_n + i < < ai < az <••• ••< P»
Then Vi [ai,/jj has order type u + 1.
By lenna 2.27 sep(al,/?) > u.
Suppose that sep(ai.,p) — w.
Then sep(a't + i,p) < u, say sep(ai + i,,p) = n.
By lenna 2.27 [cti +uP] has order type $ n + 1, and so [ai,p]
has order type $ n + 2, which is impossible.
Suppose that tfi, if has order type tot I , then
sep (cv, (3) -7, /.i ( c cp ) ,
Let sep (<*,,, (i) =jU. As ^ (3; "y"
although [MMl ft] has order type w»j . This is a contradiction.
Hence result.
Lenpa 2.35 If there is a chain [a,P] of length n + 1, then
sep(o,p) £ n. In particular, if any longest chain joining a
and p has length n + 1, then sep (a,/?) = n.
Proof By induction on n.
The result holds if n =• 1.
Suppose that the result holds whenever n < k - 1, and suppose
that there is a chain [ a, p] of length k + 1.
Since [a,p] is finite, a has an immediate successor, y say, and
[y,pl has length k. So by the induction hypothesis sep(y, p) 2 k-1
and sep(a,p) > sep(y,p) > k - 1 i.e. sep(a,p) > k.
If any longest chain [&,P] has length k + 1, then for
any S with a < & < p, any chain [a,S] has length $ k and any
chain [3,p] has length ^ k.
By the induction hypothesis, if a < 8 < /), then sep (a, 8) $ k - 1
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and sep( S>/?) « k - 1,
Hence sep(a,/?) £ k.
Lemma 2.54 Sep(<*,P) = n iff any longest c\ iin joining a and p
has length n + 1.
Proof If J— folljws from lemma 2.33.
Only if follows from lemma 2.27.
Lemma 2.55 If sop(ct,/?) =r k (<o>) and i + j =• k with i, j > 0,
then there is a y with a < y < P and sep(a,y) = i and
sep(y,P) = j.
Proof By lemma 2.27 there is a chain [®,p3 of length k + 1,
So 3y e [ afPl such that [% y] has length i + 1 and [ y,P] has
length j + 1. So by lemma 2.33 sep(«,y) ^ i and sep(y,P) 2 j.
Suppose that sep(a, y) > i, say sep(«, y) = m.
Then by lemma 2.27 there is a chain [a,y] of length n + 1 and
so there is a chain [ afP] - [«,y] U [y, p] of length n + j + i,,
i.e. a chain [ata] of length > k + 1, which is a contradiction.
So sep(a, y) =■ i and a similar proof shows that sep(y,P) = j.
n nk
Lemma 2.56 Let u = [gi,h*] 1 [gk»hj<] e & where each gl
n . n.
is of the form gi =■ t(ai ,pi ) 1,1 .t(ai ,Pir) r, with1 i r
for H j ^ r, sep(ai fPi.) > p. Then when the commutators
j J
are expanded to give u in the form t(^i,Mi) . ...t(AiJ,px) x,
for 1« j ^ xj sep(Aj,pj) » p + 1 or =
K k
Proof Let hi ^tCytjSt) 1 t(yy,6y) ».
n n
For convenience, write gl =t(ai,/ji) .....t(ar,Pr) r.
Then, by lemma 2,1,
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[gl,hlj = Lt(at,Pi) f. t(Of,fir) r>hl]
n t( a&,Pa) 2..t( ar, Pr) r n
- [t(ai,pi) 1,hL] ...[t(ar,pr) r,hl]
[t(aj»Pj) J,hi] = Lt(aj»Pj) J,t(yi,Si) 1 .t(ys,fiy) y]
k^ , k
k n k t<^ya,S2^ ^
~ [t(aj,Pj) J",t(yy,Sy) y]....[t(aj,pj) j,t(yt,.8t) 1]
So [g L,h l] is a product of terns of the form
k. n
o . k. t(yi+i, 5i+i) L+1. t(ar>pr)
[t(aj,Pj) J,t(y I, 5 i) ] .
If cij jL Si and Qj £ yi, then by corollary 2.3 this is 1..
If pj = yi, then the expression becones (using corollary 203)
f , \t(yUi,6i+1)Ki+1 t(ar,Pr)np
n tk • )
\t(aj,Si) J 7
= t(aj,St) J' l[t(aj, Si) J ,t(yi+i,Si+1) 1 +1... ,t(ar,pr) r]
Since Pj < Si, sep(aj,Si) > sep(aj,/?j) > p0
So sep(aj,5i) £ p + 1 or sep(aj,5i) =
Any terns obtained by expanding the commutator
[t( ajy 5 i) j L,t(yi+i, Si + i) t"1'1 t( ar,/3r) P]
will be of the forn t(A, p) with A $ aj and p 2 S i (>pj) with
at least one strict inequality. So sep(A}p) > sep(aj,pj) p
i.e. sep(A, p) Z p + 1 or sep(A, p) = <».
A sinilar argument can ba used if ctj = Si.
Hence, for each i, [ g i,h i] is a product of t(A, p)s of the
required forn and so u is of the forn stated in the lenna.
Lenna 2.57 If sep(a,p) = p($w), then depa > p and altp > pa
Proof By induction on p.
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If sepC a,p) = 1, then a < p and so altp > 1 and. depa > 1 .
Suppose that the lemma is true for p «S n0
Let p = n + 1. Then by lemma 2.27 there is a chain of length
n + 2 joining a and P, [«,p] say. Since tie chain is finite, P
has an immediate predecessor in this chain, 6 say, and there is
a chain of length n + 1 joining a and 6. So by lemma 2.33
sep( a, s) =■ n (since any chain [a, 8] has length at most n + 1)
and by the induction hypothesis, alt8 » n.
Since P > 8, altp > alt8 i.e. altp n + 1.
Similarly, since [a,P] is finite, a has an immediate
successor in the chain, y say, and by applying lemma 2.33 and
using the induction hypothesis, depy » n and so depa » n + 1.
Let sep (a,,p) = <y. Then if n < a>,3yn ,Sn with
a yn < 8n ^ P such that sep(yn,8n) = n.
By the induction hypothesis, altSn » n and depyn > n.
So Vn < oj, 38n ^ p such that alt8n £ n i.e. altp » co
and 3yn 5= a such that depyn ^ n i.e. depa ? w.
Corollary Let p £ u>. If sep(o, p) ^ p, then depa ^ p and
altp > p.
Lemma 2.58 Let n < ox.
If alta =• n, then Vp < a, sep(P,a) $ n.
If depy = n, then VS > y, sep(y,S) $ n.
Proof If alta = n, then by lemma 2.10 all chains [ax,a] have
length < n + 1. If P < a, then all chains [P,a] have
length «S n + 1 and so by lemma 2.33, sep(P,a) $ n.
The second part of the lemma is proved similarly.
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Lemma 2.38 is not true in general if alta ^
Let fi "be an ordered set of the following form. There is a
pair of elements a and P with p < a and for any n < (o there is
an interval [p,,a] of length n. a is the ma inal element of Q
and there is a y < P which is a nininal element. No element
of Q lies between y and p.
Then aXta = a) but sep(y, a) =■ w + 1 since sep(P, a) = w.
Lemma 2.59 Let n < cu.
If alta = n, then Vm. < n, 3Pm < & with sep(Pm,a ) = n.
If depy = n, then Vn $ n, 36m > y with sep(y, = n.
Proof Let alta = n,
% lemma 2.38, if p < a then sep(p,a) $ n.
By lemma 2.12, there is a chain [c%, a] of length n + 1..
By lemma 2.33, sep(ax, a)^. n and since ax < a, sep(ax, a) n.
So there is an % < a with sep(aXta) = n.
Suppose that if j +1 4 i 4 n, then there is a pi < a
with sep(Pi, a) = i. If Pj + 1 < p < a, then sep(P,a) < sep(Pj+i,
So if Pj+i < p < a, then sep(P, a) ^ j.
By lemma 2.34, there is a chain [Pj+i,a] of length j + 2.
Since [Pj+i,a] is finite, Pj+i has an immediate successor,
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pj say, and [p j,a] has length j + 1.
By lenna 2.33, sep(=Pj,a) > j and since Pj+i< pj< a, sep(pj, a)
So sep(pj, a) - j and the result follows by induction.
The result for depth is proved siniL wly,
Lenna 2,40 Let k < a).
If alt# = k and i + j =■ k with j 0, then there is an a < Q
with alt a = i and sep( a, p) - j.
If depy = k and i + j = k with j 0, then there is a S > y
with depS = i and sep(y, 5) = j.
Proof Let k = 1 .
If altp — 1, then there is an a < p with alt a =• 0 and
sep(a,p) =1, So the result holds when k = 1,
Suppose that the result holds whenever k $ n.
Let altp = n + 1 and let i + j = n + 1.
%■ lenna 2,12, there Is a chain [Pospj of length n + 2e
Since [Po,P] is finite, p has an innediate predecessor, a say,
and [Po,aj has length n + 1, Also any chain [Ac, a] has
length $ n + 1 (if not, there would be a chain [Px,p] of
length > n + 2) and so by lenna 2,12, alto. = n,
Sep(a,p) = 1 for if there is a y with & < y < P, then [Po>c0
can be extended to a chain [Po>P] of length > n + 2,
So if i = n and j = 1 the result holds
If i < n, then by the induction hypothesis there is a y < a
with alty ==■ i and sep(y, a) - j - 1.,
By lenna 2,34, there is a chain [y,a] of length j and any
longest chain [y,a] has length j.
Since a is an innediate predecessor of p, any longest chain
[y, a] can be extended to a longest chain [y,P] of length j + 1
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and so by lemma 2.34 sep(y,/l) = j .
The result for depth is proved similarly.
Corollary 2.41 Let k < to.
If altj? £ k and i + j = k with j > 0, then there is an cc < p
with alt a » i and sep ( a, (J; 2 j.
If depy £ k and i + j = k with j > 0, then there is a 5 > y
with depS » i and sop(y, 8) » j.
Proof If altp £ k, then by lemma 2.9 35 $ p with alt 5 = k.
By lenna 2.40, 3a < S with alt a = i and sep(a,5) = j.
So alto. = i and sep(a,p) j.
Hence result.
The result for depth is proved similarly.
Lemma 2.42 Let A > to.
If sep(o,P) £ A and sep(p, y) =• n (<to), then sep( a, y) £ A + n.
Proof By induction on n.
If sep(p, y) = 1, then sep(a, y) > Stf(<*,(?) » A i.e. sep(a,y) ? A+1.
Suppose that the result is true for n ^ k.
Let sop(/j,y) = k + 1.
Then since sep(p, y) is finite , there is a 5 < y with sep(/3, 5) = k.
By the induction hypothesis, sep(a, 5) » A + k.
So, since sep(a, y) > sep(a, 5), sep(.a,y) » A + k + 1.
Hence result.
Corollary 2.45 Let A £ to.
If sep( a, fi) z A and sep(P, y) > to, then sep( a, y) » A + to.
Proof If sep(P,y) > to, then 3p < y with sep(P,p) =to, or
3a > p with sep(cr,y) = to. So suppose w.l.o.g. sep(p,y) =
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Since sep(/3, y) - <i), Vn < o) 3k n, Sn with p $ Kn < 5n < y and
sopUnjSn) = n.
Since sep(a,p) » A and p «s Kn, sep(a,Kn) ? A.
By lenna 2.42, sep(a, 8n) £ A + n.
So, since sep(a, y) £ sep(a, 5n) £ A + n Vn, sep(a, y) 5= A + w.
Leona 2.44 If u e gp[t(a,P) ♦ sep(a,p) » pj and if in its
n1 ^ K
canonical form u =t(ai,pi) .....t(ak,A<) > then sep(ai,pi) £p
for 1 £ i $ k.
Proof If sep(a,/j) £ p and sep( y,S) > p, then
[t(a,p),t(y, §)] =1 or is of the form t(0,0) with sep(0,0) £ p.
For [t(a,p),t(y, 8)] = 1 or t (a, 5) where a < p = y < 6 or
t(y,p) where y< S = a < p by corollary 2.3.
If P ~ y» then p < 8 and sep(a, 5) > sep(a,p') £ p, Of £?j> ; 0°,
If a = S, then y < a and sep(y,p) > sep(a,p) > p^ c< 4(jp (\^ ) z if* eo,
Since u e gp[t(a,/j) : sep(a,p') ? p], u can be expressed in the
m i m r
form t( 01,^1) t( 0r, 0r) with sep( 0 i,, 0 i) £ p.
u is put in its canonical forn by using the relation
fflj m t m. m i m -L ri ?
t(0i,0l) t(0j,0j) =t(0j,0j) Jt(0L,0l) [t (0 L, 01) ,t(0j,0j) J]
and by the remark at the beginning of the proof
m i. m j
[t(0l,0i) ,t( 0j, 0j) ] e gp£t( a, p) ; sep( a, p) » p}.
Hence result.
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lapter 5. The upper central series of G
Denote a term of the upper central series of G by £ (&),
r
£o(g) = 1, £,,(&) ^ and if A is a limit
*■
ordinal, £a(&) = Ua C^(&).
G has central height h if £, (g) 3 £ ,(G) Vp < h andn ^ h
WG> =
We first prove a lemma about expanding commutators which will
be needed for the proofs of theorems 3,3 and 3,5,
ni / nk
Lempa 5,1 Let u = t(ai,pi) ...,t(ak,pk) be in canonical
form and let pe [pi, »Pk}» Let a be a maximal element
associated with P in u. If there is a y > P, then [u,t(p,y)]
_ A
is a product containing one and only one tern t(a,y) (/1) in
its canonical form where n = ni for some i.
Let a e (ai,...,ak} and let £ be a minimal element
associated with a in u. If there is a 5 < a, then [u,t(8,a)]
T\
contains one and only one tern t(5,£) ,(/l) in its canonical
form whore n = ni. for some i.
Proof Let u, a, p be as stated in the lemma and let y > P.
Then, by lemma 2,1,
[u,t(p,y)] s [t(ai,pi) 1 t(ak,pk) k„t(P,y)]
n2 . Dk
Hi t(«2, pa) ...t(ak,pk) n
= [t(ai,pi) ,t(p, y) ] [t(ak,pk) ,t(p,y)].
By corollary 2,3, if (as.L,Pi) (a,p), then
[t(ai,pi) U,t(p,y)] =1 if Pi, j/L p and ai / y
For any group H, is the centre of H,
H is nilpotent if H has a normal series H : Oo "J - ^At = <r -jt/iutc ,
where Al-. (Ai in rtva untK HlAi yy L- I , , f,
H is locally nilpotent if all finitely generated
subgroups of H are nilpotent.
or t(a I,y) if pi = p and then ai < a or not comparable with
— ~n i
a or t(p,pi) if y = ai and then pi > y.
So [u,t(P,y)] is a product of terns of the forn
n i. I —
(cti,y) / with c£l< cl or not
comparable with a and
nL+1 . nk
\t(ai+1,Pi+i) ...t(ak,pk)
\t(<2-j + 1 J+1 ) ' • • • . t( C£k, Pk)
(P*Pj) ' with y < Pj
nx nk
\t(a.x,Px) . ..t(ak,pk)
_ n JVt(a,y) / which occurs once and only
once since u is in canonical forn.
( \t ( ,Px ) X t(ak,pk)
Since vt(a,y) /
_ n _ n nx n k _ n
= t(a,y) [t( a„y) ,t( cfx, Px) t(ak,pk) ], t( a, y) does
occur in the expression for [u,t(p,y)].
n i.
±(ai,y) >
= t(ai,y) L[t(ai,y) l,t(ai+1,Pi+1) ''+1 t(ak,pk) k]
The connutator is either 1. or a product of terns of the forn
t(p, cr) where p < aL, a > y and at least one inequality is
\t( a i + i ,P L+i) 1+1 t(ak,pk) k
strict. So terns arising from the connutator cannot cancel
„ n
t(a,y) when [u,t (Ay)] is reduced to canonical forn.
/
^ \t^aj + 1*^j+1^nj+1 t(ak,pk) k
Sinilarly, \t( p, p j) V
\-n j r
can be expanded as a product of t(P, Pj) with terns t(£, 77)
where £ « P and rj > pj and at least one inequality is strict.
Since p < y < pj, none of these pairs (£,??) can contain y
„ n
and so they cannot cancel t(a,y) when [u, t(P,y)] is
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reduced to canonical form.
Hence, in its canonical form, [u,t(p,y)j contains one
_ n
and only one tem t( a, y) .
The second part; of the lemma is proved similarly.
Lemma 3.21 f C1, belongs to a subchainc which has no least
element or P belongs to a subchain C' which has no greatest
element, then t(a, p) ft ^(&) for any A.
Proof By induction on A.
If a belongs to a subchain C which has no least element, then
35 < a which also lis a member of C.
By lemma 2.2, [t( 5, a) ,t( a,p) ] =t(S,p) i.e. t (a,p) / £i(&)«
Let A be a limit ordinal.
Suppose that V/j < A, if a is a member of a subchain C with
no least element, then Vp > a, t(a,p) / £ (&).
r
Then t( a, p) /^^(d) = £A(d)
Suppose that Vn e _Q if a is a member of a subchain C which
has no least element, then Vp > a, t(a,P) £ £ (g).
r
Let a be a member of a subchain C with no least element.
Let P > a. Then t(a,p) e Cp+1(s) iff [t( a,p) ,t( rj) ] e £^(d)
for all £ < 77 e fi. Since C has no least element, 3y e C
such that y < a.
Then [t(y, a),t( a,p) ] = t(y,P) / £^(g) since y satisfies the
conditions of the induction hypothesis, i.e. t(a,p) /
Hence result.
A similar induction proof gives the result when p belongs
to a subchain C' which has no greatest element.
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The next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for G to have a centre. We then use this to find
an expression for a general tern of the upper central series
of G by induction. This theorem is Theorem 4.1(b) of (6).
Theoren 5.3 G has a centre iff 3a, p e 0 with ot< (3 and
alta + depp = 0.
£i(&) = gp£t(a,p) : alt a + depp = 0|.
Proof If alt" + depP = 0, then alt a = depP = 0.
Let t(A,/j) e [t(a,p) : alt a + depp = Oj.
Then Vy e Q with y / A or (i, A < y or y < n or y is not comparable
with A or p.
By lenna 2.2, [t (A, n) ,t(y, 5) ] = 1 Vy, 5 e Q i.e. t(A, p) e £i(g).
So gp[t(c£,P) : "alt a + depp = 0] £-£i(g).
^ 1 / ^ k
Let u = t(«i,Pi) t(.ak,Pk) c Ci(g) be in
canonical form. Then Vy,§ e Q with y < 5, [u,t(y, 5)] = 1„
Suppose w.l.o.g. that all pairs (ocl,PI) with t(ai,pl) a
generator occurring in the canonical form for u satisfy
altai+ deppi > 0. (if altai + deppi = 0, then t(al,pl) can
be taken out as it belongs to gp£t(a, p) : alt a + depp = 0])
Then, for all such pairs (a I, pi), 361 < ai or 3yl > pi.
Let Pi e [pi,....,pk] and let yi > pi.
Let ai be a naxinal elenent associated with pi in u.
— n *■
Then, by lenna 5.1, [u,t(pi,yi)J contains a tern t(ai,yi)
which is not the identity and which cannot be cancelled.
So u / £i(G), which is a contradiction.
Hence there is no yi > p I i.e. depp I = 0.
Nov/ let aj e [«i,....,akj and let Sj < otj.
Let pj be a nininal elenent associated with aj in u.
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( "*nJ
Then, by lemma 3.1, [u,t(5j,aj)3 contains a tero t(Sj,^j)
which is not the identity and which cannot be cancelled.
So u / £t(&), which is a contradiction.
Hence there is no 5j < aj i.e. altaj = 0.
So u f gp[t(a, p) : alt a + depp = 0],
Hence result.
Corollary 5.4 If 0 is totally ordered, then & has a centre
iff Q has a maximal element ui and a minimal element uf and theii
£i(&) == gplt(«,w)}.
Proof If 0 is totally ordered, then Q will have at most one
maximal element and at most one minimal element, i.e. there
will be at most one pair (a,p) with alt a + depft = 0.
Theorem 5.5 £a(g) = 6Pi"t(a,p) : alt a © depp < A].
Proof By induction.
The theorem is true if A = 1 by theorem 3.3.
Let A be a limit ordinal and suppose that V/j < A,
Cj, G) = 6P {t ( a,P) : alt a © depP < n\.
CA(G) =^A^(&) =Aep^t(a,p) : alta ® de^ < ^
O gp[t(a,P) : alta © depp < A],
If t(y, S) <r [t(a,p) : alta ©-depp < A], then alty © dep5 » /j
for some /j < A, and so t(y, 5) e C^+1(g).
Hence t(y,S) e £ (©) - £a(g).
So cx(6) = gp[t(a,p) ; alta © depp < A].
Suppose that C (g) = gp[t(«,P) : alta © depp < /j] .
Lot t(y, S) e |t(a,p) : alta © depp < /J + 1 ].
ftmrno 2.2, 12 witfc <9 * ^ [t(y, 6),t(fl,0)] = 1 if y ^ 0 and 0 £ 5.
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So if Y ^ 4> an& e / S, then [t( y, 8), t( 0, <£) ] = 1 e
_1
If y = <f>, then [t(y, S) xt( 6, 0) ] = t(0, S) , where 0 < <£ =* y.
By lenna 2.8, alt 6 < alty and by lenna 2.7,
alt0 © depS < alty © dopS < p + 1,
So alt0 © depS < p i.e. [t(y, S),t( 0, <£)] = t(0,S)~1 e £^(g).
If 0 - 5, then [t(y, 5) ,t( 0, ] = t(y,$), where 4> > 0 = 5.
By lenna 2.8, dep0 < depS and by lenna 2.7,
alty © dep<£ < alty © depS < p + 1,
So alty © dep<£ < p i.e. [t(y, S), t( 0j<£) ] = t(y,$) e C^(©) *
So gp|t( a, p) : alt a © depP < p + 1.j C C^+1(©).»
To conplete the induction proof it is necessary to show
that if u e £ .(g), then u <r €Flt(a,P) : alta © depP < p + 1}.
/i-M
n 1
Let u =t(a,,p1) t(ak,pk) <r £p+i(G' be in canonical fom.
Suppose w.l.o.g. that all pairs (ai,pt) where t(ai,Pi) is one of
the generators occurring in the canonical forn for u satisfy
altai, © deppl > p. (if altai'© deppl $ p, then t(ai,pi) can be
taken out since it belongs to gp£t(a,p) : alta © depP < p + 1})
Since u e C^+1(&), Vy, 6 e Q with y < 5, [u,t(y, 5)] e £^(G).
Suppose that alt a l = 0 for sone i. Let be a nininal elenent
associated with at in u. Then, since altai © dep^l > p,
depjjJl > p and so by lenna 2.9 3,0 > £i with dep0 £ p.
n l
lenna 3.1, [u,t(Pl, 0) ] contains a tern t(ai,0) which is
not the identity and which cannot be cancelled.
Dep0 © altai £ p and so u / CM+1(G), which is a contradiction.
So alt a i / 0, 1 « i < k.
Sinilarly, depP I / 0, 1 « i « k,
Now assune that altai > 0, deppl > 0 and altai © depPl > p.
Let Pj € [pi,....,pk| and let «j be a naxinal elenent associated
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with Pj in u. If 0 < aj, then [u,t(0, aj) ] contains a tern t(0,pj)
which is not the identity and which cannot be cancelled and so,
since u e t(0,Pj) e C (&).
P+li p
k k k
Let alt aj = li depPj = ZjwKt,nl and p — Zj t/^ri.
31=1, i=1 i=1
k k
Then altaj 8 depPj = Zj uK t(n'i + ui) > Zj oj^ "r i = p.
i=1, i=1
So 3x C k with nl + nl - ri (i <- x) and nx + n® > rx.
x-1 k
If xix > let p = .Z1iok Ln'i + coKx(ni - 1.) + Zl a* ""(r i, + 1,).
i=x+1
Then P < altaj and p 8- depPj > P.
By lenna 2.9, 30 < aj with altO = p.
So t(0,Pj) e £ Jg) and altO 8 depPj » p, which is a contradiction.
P
Now assume nx = 0. Then Dt > 0,
Either Pj is a minimal element associated with ctj in u or there
Is a SLj < which is a minimal element associated with ocj in u.
If pj is a mininal element associated with aj in u, then by
— n j
lemma 3.1 if 0 > pj, [u,t(Pj,$)] contains a term t(aj,<£)
which is not the identity and which cannot be cancelled.
So if 0 > Pj, t(aj,$) <f C^Gr),
x-1 k
Let cr = Xla^'mL + ukx(nx - 1) + Zj uK (r L + 1,).
i=1 i=x+1
Then o < deppj and altaj 8 a 5= p.
By lemma 2.9, 3$ > pj with dep<£ = a.
Then t( aj, <f) e ( f g) but altaj 8 dep<£ > P which is a contradiction
r
Finally, if there is a Pj < Pj which is a minimal
element associated with aj in u, then by applying lemma 3.1
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to [u,t(£j,pj)], we get t(aj,pj) e C, (g) which is a
r
contradiction.
So u e gp[t(a, p) : alt a £ depP < p + 1],
Henco result.
Sone of the corollaries which follow arc in (6), but
they are included for the sake of completeness as the methods
of proof are in general different.
Corollary 3.6 If Q is finite, then G is nilpotent.
This is contained in Corollary k of Chapter k of (6).
Corollary 3.7 If fi is totally ordered and = n, then G is
nilpotent of class n - 1„
This is contained in Corollary k of chapter b of (6).
Corollary 5.8 G is nilpotetnt of class n iff aay longest
chain in 0 has length n + 1 „
Proof If any longest chain in Q has length n + 1 and
a < p e Q, then & and P belong to some chain C of length < n + 2.
So alt a + depp < n for all pairs a,P with a. < P e Qy t? ' 3 AM
Since there is a chain of length n+1, 3 <*, ^ f
a<pond oftc# trfrpp r n-l j (C)
Now suppose that $„((,)= Then for all pairs with etc. p e -ft,
t(a,p) e gp[t(u,p) : alta + depP <■ n]
So Va,p e fi alt a <. °° depP < 00 and by lenna 2.20 all chains in Q
are finite. Suppose that there is a chain [a,P] of length
n + 2 - any chain can be written in this form since all chains
are finite. By lenna 2.12(a), altp > n + 1 and t(a,p) p £n(&)
which is a contradiction. So any longest chain in 0 has
length < n + 2. Since there is a pair a,p with a < p and
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alt a + depP = n - 1, there oust be a chain of length n + 1.
Hence result.
This is Corollary 3 of Chapter 4 of (6).
Corollary 5.10 & is locally nilpotent.
Proof Let F be a finitely generated subgroup of G, say
^ = gpf t(C(i ,pi,t( dn^Pn) } •
Then [ at,..., an,Pi,.. .,Pn] is a finite partially ordered set,
fi' say. So any longest chain in fi' is finite - of length k + 1
say - and by corollary 3,8, F is nilpotent.
So G is locally nilpotent.
This is Corollary 5 of Chapter 4 of (6).
Corollary 5,11 For every ordinal \ there is a partially
ordered set Q such that G = Mc(fi,F) where F is some field^
has central height A,
Proof Suppose that A is not a limit ordinal, A = p + 1 say.
Let 0 be an interval of order type A + 2, [w, a] say.
Then by lemma 2.15, alt a = p + 1 and if P < a, altP ^ p.
So if P is not a maximal element, altp ^ p.
Since p + 1 is not a limit ordinal, a has an immediate
predecessor, y, and alty = p. Depa = 0 and so there is a
pair o,y with alty Q- depa = p, and & = Mc(Q,F) has central
height p + 1.
Let A be a limit ordinal and let [w,P] = fi he an
interval of order type A f 1, If a < p, then alt a < A.
/JLso if p < A, there is an interval [w, a ], of order type p + 1,
r
So if p < A, there is an a^ < P with alta = p.
So G = Mc(0,F) has central height A,
This is Theorem 4.4 of (6).
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CDrollery..5«9 Let S have central, height h, .
Then h = 1 in [alt a Q. depP + 1 } where alt a < «> and depP < 00
and a < p e fi.
Lemma 5.12 If Q is totally ordered, then [C^+.j(g),&] = C^(&)
where p < h, the central height of G.
Proof By definition, [£ . (g),G] C £ (g) .
p"t~1 p
If h = 0, the result is trivially' true.
If h > 0, then by corollary 3.4, fi has a maximal element w
and a minimal element w.
Let t(a,p) be a generator of C^(s).
By lemma 2.17, [a] and [p,w]* are well ordered.
Since £„...(&) / £,,(&)> at least one of these intervals can be » "JJ-ibi /i
extended to a longer well ordered interval. So either a has
an immediate successor, y say, or p has an immediate predecessor, 5.
If a has an immediate successor y, then alty = alt a + 1,
and [j£,y] is well ordered. Then alty G depp < p + 1 and
t(a,p) = [t(d,y),t(y,P) ] e [C^Cg^gJ.
A similar argument gives the result if P has an
immediate predecessor.
G is a za group of za length A if C^(G-) = g and
C„(g) c g for all p < A.
Corollary 5.15 G is a za group iff all chains in Q are finite.
Proof Suppose that all chains in Q are finite.
Then by lemma 2.20, if a e fi, alta < » and depa < <».
So for all pairs a, P e Q with a < p, alt a < °° and depP < °o#
So for all pairs a,p with a < p, alt a G depp < <».
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Let A = lin {alt a ft depp + 1}.
a<p
If t(a,p) is a generator of G, then alt a ft depp < A.
So G - £^(&) = 6Pl"t(a»P) • alt a ft depP < A].
So G is a ZA group.
Now suppose that G is a ZA group, G = £„(&) say.
P
Let a,p e Q with a < P.
Since t(«,P) e £„(&), alt a < oo- and depP < <».r*
So alt a < co whenever a is not a maximal element and depP < «>
whenever p is not a minimal element.
By corollary 2.21, all chains in Q are finite.
Hence result.
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Chapter 4. The lower central series of & and sone results
about the derived series of G
Denote a term of the lower central series of & by y^(G). Then
yi(&) = = [y..(G),G] a^d if a is a lioit ordinal
/JHr J jd
VA^ =
g has central depth d if y^(^) <• y^(&) f°r all /^ < d,
yd+1(&) = yd(&) and d » 0) or if yd+1(&) < y^(&) for all /J < d + 1,
yd+2^ = yd+1 (g) and d < to.
Lenna 4.1 If sep(a,p) = then t(a,p) e y^(&) for every
ordinal A.
Proof By induction.
If sep(a,p) =00^ then t(ayp) € yi(G) = G.
Let A be a limit ordinal and suppose that if ^ <• A, then
t(a,p) e y^( &) .
Then t(a,p) e n y (g) = y,(g).
/j<A ^ A
finally, suppose that if sep(u,p) = cof then t(ct,p) e y (g).
I*
If sep(a,p) = o<=, then by lenna 2.25 there is a 8 with a < 8 < p
and sep( a, 8) = oo or sep(§,p) = <».
So t(a,p) = [t(a,,s),t^2,p)] e [y^(&),&] = y^fa).
Hence result.
Theoren 4,2 yA^ = SPi"fc(o^p) : sep(a,p) » A].
Proof By induction.
% lenna 4. 1, if sep(a„p) = then t(a,p) e y^(&).
y,(G) = & = gp11(a,p) : sep(a,p) £ 1],
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Let A be a linit ordinal.
y(G) = n y (c)
p<A r
= n gp[t(a,P) : sep(a,p) £ p}
p<A
D gp[t(a,p) : sep(a,p) » p Yp < Aj
= gp[t(.a,p) : sep( a,p) > A],
ni \ "Let g = t(ai,Pi) t(ak,pk) be in canonical forra^
Then if (i < ^, g <= y„(&) and by leona 2.44, sep(«l,Pi) > p.
So Yp < A, sep(cii,pl) > p i.e. sep(aL^Pl) > A.
So g e gp[t(a,p) : sep(a,p) 3= A],
Suppose that (&) is of the form stated in the theorem.
Let t(pya) e |t(a,P) : sep(a?P) > P + 1}.
Then there is a S with p < 5 < a such that sep( p,fi) 3 (J or
sop(S,cr) 2s p.
Hence t(p,a) = [t(p, S),t(S, a)] e [y^(&),&] -y^Cd).
So gp(t(a,p) : sep(a,p) 2s p + 1} C y^+1,(G) „
n ^ n^.
Let u = [gi,hi] [gk,hk] e yp+/G;' where
for 1 «i(k, gi e y (&).
r
By lenna 2.36, when the commutators are expanded to give u in
m
1 mp
the fom t(Ai,pi.) t(Ar,Pr) > for 1 $ j $ r,
sep(Aj,pj) 3 p + 1 or sep(Aj,pj) =
So yM+1f(G) = gP|f(a>P) : sep(a,p) 2* p + 1 ].
Hence result.
The next result is given in (6), but it is included
for the sake of completeness0
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Corollary 4,5 G- = G' (the derived group of g) iff fi is
everywhere dense i.e. given a < p € Q, 33 with a < 6 < p.
Proof Let fi be everywhere dense and let t(o,p) be a
generator of G. Then there is a 8 lying between at. and P and
t(a,p) = [t(a,S),t(S,p)] e G*.
So G =r &«.
Suppose that G = G' and let a. < P e fi with sep(a,p) = 1.,
Since t(a,p) € G, t(a,p) e &' and so t(a,P) can be expressed in
the forn [t(at ,Pi ),t(yi, 5^ ] 1 [t( ak,Pk),t(yk,Sk)] nk.
By lenna 2.2, Lt(aL,pl),t(yi, 3 i)] =r 1 or t(ai, 5 i) with
ai < Pi = yi < 81 or t(yi,pi) with yi < Si = at < pi.
So each [t(ai,pl),t(y i.,5 i) ]" L is 1 or of the forn t(Ai.,pi.)~ L
where there is a ri with Ai < ri < PL.
So («,P) / (Ai.,p i) for any i.
t (a,p) = t( Ai, pi )m1, t(Ar,pr) r £ gp|t(a,p) : sep (a,p) »2j.
By lenna 2.44, since the canonical forn of t(cx, p) is t(a,p),
sep(a,p) » 2 vihich is a contradiction.
So Q is everywhere dense.
4,4 If n is totally ordered, then d, the central
depth of G, !s aj.
Proof Follows fron lenna 2.29
Corollary 4.5 If fi is totally ordered, h = central height of
G and d = central depth of G, then
(l) if h i w, then d = co.
(2.) if h < w, then d >
h - 1
_ 2 _J where [x] is the
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largest integer ^ x.
Proof (l) By corollary 4.4, d ^ w.
Since h > co, lin [alt a $ depP + 1 j £ ai where alt a < and
a<(3
depP < oo.
So if n < a), 3an pn e n with alt«n + deppn = n.
Since altan + deppn = n, either altan >





By lenna 2.39, 3Sn c Q such that sep(yn,Sn) = or sep(Sn,yn) =
So if a < w, there is a pair A,n,pm with sep(A,n, ^m) = n =
So, by theorem 4.2, if n < w, ym(&) £ ym+i(G)«
Hence d = u.
(2) Let h = n.
Then Cn+i(G) =■ Cn(&)«
So if a < p e ft, alt a + depP < n and there is at least one




Either alta > 2 or depp £ 2
So by lonna 2.39, 3y € Q with sep(y, a)
n-1





Then ym(&) £ ym+i(Gr).
n-1 h—1 I
Hence d £ n = 2 L"J
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(l) Let Q be an interval [«,p] of order type w2 + 1.
Then & has central height w2.
Since fi is totally ordered, if A < ju, sep(A,/u) < b or
sep(A, p) = coby lemma 2.29.
Since [a,p] has order type w2 + 1, if n < a there is an an > a
with alta^ = n.
By lemma 2.39, 3Sn <<%with sep(Sn, an) = n.
So G has central depth u.
(2) Let fii be an interval [y,a] of length n.
Let Q2 he a totally ordered set which has no maximal element
and no minimal element.
Let n3 = [P].
Let Q consist of fii followed by followed by Q3.
Then alt a = n - 1, depP = 0 and if A > a, alt A = <» and if n < p,
dep/u = ca.
So G has central height n.
Sep(y,a) — n - 1 and so the central depth of & > n - 1.
Corollary 4.6 If Q is partially ordered, then
(1) If h » w, then d £ oi
(2) If h < io, then d & .
Corollary 4.7 If A is any ordinal and /J «£ w, then
Proof I$y lemma 2.42 and corollary 2.43.
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Corollary 4.7 need not be true if n > a>, for consider
the following example.
Let a € Q be the only nininal element of Q, and let p > a
be such that for any n < co, there is a chain [ a,p\ of length n.
It is easy to see that sep(a,p) = ai.
Let y > p with no element of fi lying between y and p.
Let S > y be such that for any n < u, there is a chain [y,8] of
length n and let .8 be the only maximal element of Q.
It is easy to see that sep(y, 8) = u and sep(/5, s) — ui + 1.
However sep( a, 8) = u) + ai, for if a < a < 8, then sep(a, cr) <- to+u
and sep(cr, s) < ai + u.





Denote a tern of the derived series of G "by S,,(G)- Then
/
^o(d) -
S^+1(G) = cy&),y&)], and
if ^ is a limit ordinal, ^(G) ~ ^ G (&)•
/J<A ^
Theorem 4.8 Sn(G) = = gp[t(a,P) : sep(a,P) » 2nj.
Proof By induction.
8o(g) = G = Yi(g) = y o(d).
2
It is proved in (3) (theorem 3.4 (iii) ) that Sn(G) C y n(G)
2 "
for any group G.
Suppose that Sk(G) = y2k(G) = •* sep(a,P) £ 2kj.
Let t(a,p) e it(a,p) ; sep(a,/3) » 2k+1}.
Then sep(a,p) ? 2k + 1 and by lenna 2.35, there is a y with
a < y < p and sep( a, y) » 2k and sep(y, p) » 2k.
Then t(a,/J) = [t(a,y),t(y,P)j £ [5k(G), Sk(&)] = 8k+1(G),
So y k+.j(&) C 5k+i(G).
2
Hence result.
Corollary 4.9 S^(&) = y^G) = gp[t(a,/3) : sep(o,p) 2s w].
Proof Sw(G) = n Sn(G)
n<u>
= n y „(&)
n<w 2
D n yk(&) = y (&).
k<«, w
Let g e 6 (g).
01
If n < (i), then g e y n(&)*
2
Let n < w. Then 3c such that 2k > n.
g e y k(&) C ym(d) #
2
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So g e ym(&) Vn < to.
Hence gen ym(&) = /w(&).
n<to
Corollary 4.10 5^ (G) C yw2(&) .
= [yw(G),yw(&)] Hy corollary 4.9
C yw2(G) by corollary 4.7.
G is a ZD group of ZD length A if y (g) = |l|,
y^(&) £ hi for p < A and A £ to or y^.j(&) = hi* y^(G) / I11
for p < A + 1 and A < to.
Theoren 4.11 Jis a ZD group iff all chains in fi
are order isomorphic to a subset of the integers.
Froof Let G be a ZD group of ZD length A.
Then y^C^) = hi - if A ? to, y^(G) is also hi.
So gpit(a,p) : sep( a, P') ? A + 1 ] = (11 •
So if a < p, sep(a,p) < ».
By leana 2.32, all chains in Dare order isomorphic to a subset of the integer;
Now suppose that all chains in 9 ** 'WAwfiUc fc c inGvet ^ tta vntjL^iX,
Then by lemma 2.32, sep( a,p) < » Va,p e fi with a < p.
Let p =linhep(a,P) + 1J.
a<p
Then y (g) = |1] and G is a ZD group.
r
Corollary 4.12 If G is a ZA group, then G is a ZD group.
Proof By corollary 3.13, if G is a ZA group, then all chains
in Q are finite.
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By theorem 4.11, if all chains in Q are finite, then & is a
ZD group.
The converse to corollary 4.12 is not true, as the
following example shows.
Let Q N (the natural numbers) with the usual order.
Then fi has no maximal element and so by theorem 3.3, & does
not have a non-trivial centre i.e. & is not a ZA group.
However, if n,n e N with m < n, then sep(m,n) = n - m.
So separation can be defined for all pairs m,n € N.
Then y^G) = gp£t(i,j) : sep(i,j) » = [1|.
So G is a ZD group of ZD length to.
If G is a McLain group with ZA length A and ZD length /J,
it is possible for \ — n, A > yt or A < /J as the following
examples show.
1 ♦ A = n
Let Q consist of two elements a and P with a < p and
chains of all finite lengths joining a and p.
Then sep-(«,/>) = u and if (y, S) jL ( atp), then sep(y, S) < to.
n =
• o • • etc
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So G has ZD length 6),
If y e fi and a < y < P, then alty is finite and depy is
finite. So for all y, 8 e Q with y < 5, alty Q- depS is finite„
For each n, there is a yn with altyn = n. So G has 1A length w.
2. A > n
Let n consist of two eleaents a and P with a < P and no
elenent of Q lying between then, together with chains of all
finite lengths below a
a = .p
Then alt a =■ oi, depp = 0 and if y < a, then alty is finite and
depy is finite. So G is a ZA group of ZA length a; + 1.
If y < 8 e Q, then sep(y, 6) is finite. Also, if n < a),
there is a pair (yn,Sn) with sep(yn,6n) = n. So G is a ZD
group of ZD length w.
Let n consist of two elenents a and P with a < p and
chains of all finite lengths joining a and p. Let there be a
chain p < y < 5 above p and a chain 0 < <p < a below a. Let 8
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be the only maximal element and 0 the only minimal element
Q - |y
Then alt ft = w, alty =■ u + 1., depa = u and dep$ = u + 1.
So Vp,cr e fi, altp 9- depa ^ u + 1 and 5 is a 2fl group of
ZA length o) + 2.
Sep(a,p) = u) and so sep(0, 5) = w + 4. If p,a c fi,
sep(p,a) $ iii + 4 and so G is a ZD group of ZD length u + 4.
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Chapter 5. The central series of the seaidirect product. V,G
Let H = V.G. Then H is the set of elements (g,v) with
g a member of G and v a member of V, where multiplication is
defined by
(g,v)(h,w) = (gh,h(v)+w).
The set of elements (l,v) forms a normal subgroup of H which
is isomorphic to V, and the set of elements (g,0) forms a
subgroup isomorphic to G.
tt/V - G.
Where no confusion can arise, O,v)(g,o) is sometimes
written vg, (g,0)(l,v) is sometimes written gv and h(v) is
sometimes written v*1.
We first consider the upper central series of H.
Lemma 5.1 Let a e Q. Then alt a = § iff t(A,/iXe^) =
for all A, jj. e Q with A < fj.
Corollary Alt a =■ Q iff g(e;a) = e^ Vg e G.
Lemma 5,2 C^(h) H G C £^(g).
Lemma 5.5 H V = gp| ea : alt a < A].
Proof By induction,
V is abelian and so v e £1(h) H V iff
[(l,v),(g,0)] - (1,0) Vg e G
i,e» iff g(v) - v = 0 Vg e fr
i.e. iff g(v) = v Vg e G.
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k
Let v = X; n io where if i < j, then ai < aj or a I and aj are
L= 1 a I
not conparable.
If altotj /£ 0, then there is a y < aj.
Then t(y„aj)(v) = v + njey / v.
So v € £i(h) H V iff v e gp{ ea : alta = 0],
So Ci (H) n V = gp[ ea : alt a < 1 ].
Let A be a linit ordinal.
Then n (h) nv = (u c .(h) ) n V
p<A M
= u ( C..(h) nv.)
p<a p
= U gp[ e : alt a < p}
p<a a
= gp[ ea : alt a < A],
Finally suppose that C^(H) H V = gp{ : alta < p}.
Let e o o j e : alt a < p + 1}.
p 1 a
Then [ (1, e^) , (t( 0, 0),0)] = t(<£, 0)(e„) -ep = OifP/0
or e^ where <£ < p if p = 0 and then alt$ < p.
Hence gp| : alt a < p + 1,j C £^^(*0 HV,
k
Let v =Hn.e e £ .(h) HV where the at are distinct.
±=1 i at bp+1
Suppose that alt a t » p + 1 (1 $ i 4 k) - otherwise e can
at
be left out as it belongs to gp[ e : alt a < p + 1 j.CL
If alt a 1 » p + 1, then there is a p < at with alt/J » p.
Then [(1 ,v), (t(p, at),0) ] = t(p, ai)(v) - v
= v + n.e„ - v
1 P
=- n^Gp and altp ? p.
6p / yH) nv and so v ^ S^(h) HV.
Hence result.
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Theoren 5.4 £ (h) = ( c (h) av).(j (h) a g) .
r* r* r4
Proof Proved in (9).
A 1 A ]<
Lerna 5*5 Let g =t(a|,p1) t(ak,Pk) be in canonical
forn and let alt at < y (1 U ( k), Let h e G be in
m 1 mr
canonical forn and let [g,h] = t(Ai,/ii) t(Ar,jjr) in
its canonical forn. Then altAt < y(l ^ i r).
ri rR
Proof Let h = t(/c.-t, 771) t(Arn,7?n) •
n2
t( a2)[J2) ...t(aj<,pk) nk
C.S>b] = jh] • • •. • o • o • • [t( cl\^9 Pk) *b.]0
[t( at, Pi) \h] =
nt rn nt O2) . .t(/cn, Tjn)
[t(ai,Pl) ,tUn,??n) ]..[t(at,Pt) , t( /ci, ) ]
So [g,h] is a product of terns of the forn
nL rj t(Kj+1,77j + 1) J"r1 t(ak,pk) k
[t( at,pt) >,t(/c j, 77 j) J o
n t r j n ir j
By corollary 2.3, [t(at,Pi) ,t(/cj,r?j) ] is 1 or t(at,7jj)
~n tr j
if Pt = /cj or t(kj,pt) if at = rjj and then kj < at.
So [g,h] is a product of tems of the forn
/
z + 7?j+1 ^ J + 1 tUkjPk) k
Vt(Gtj,^>tj) tJV , with Otj € at
i.e. altOtj < y.
■TT Z. Ij^J
Since x* = x[x,y], the conjugates of t(Qtj,$ij) can be
/ \ z L J
expanded as a product of connutators of t( Qij><pij) and
by corollary 2.3, these connutators will either be 1 or
. U t j
t(vlj,Stj) with vtj $ Otj i.e. altvtj < y.
xi x y
So [g,h] =t(vi,S1) ....t(vy,Sy) with altvt < y.
Since an elenent of G is reduced to its canonical forn by
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using products of connutators, it is easy to see by using
lenna 2.13 that when [g,h] is put in its canonical forn
m1 mr
t(Ai ,p,) t(Ar,fir) , altA i < y.
Lenna 5.6 For n < u, £n(H) A G = Cn—1 (G-) •
Proof By induction.
£n(H) A G C £„(&).
g e £i(h) n G iff g(v) — v Vv e V and g e £i(&).
So if g e Ct(H) A G, then g = 1 since & is an autonorphisn of V.
So £i(H) A G = Co(&).
Suppose that £n(H) A G = £n-i(&)»
Then g e £n + 1(H) AG iff [g,h] e £n(H) A G for all h in G
and [(l,v), (g,0)] e £n(H) AV for all v in V.
So if g f Cn + i (h) AG, then [g,h] e Cn-i (&) i.e. g e £n(G).
^ 1 ^ K
Conversely, let g e £n(G) = t(ai »A) t(ak,/3k) in its
canonical forn where altcu + deppi < n.
r
Let v = Zj n.e where the Vl are distinct.
1=1. 1 yL
p
Then g(v) = v +Iin.n..o where alt a; < n and n.t is a sun
i=1 0 J' «j J
of n/s, and p » 0.
So [(l,v),(g,0)] = g(v) - v e gp[ ea : alta < n]
= Cn(H) A V by lenna 5.3.
Ifi'g f Cn(&)» then g e £n + i(H) AG.
Hence Sn+i(H) A G = Cn(G).
Corollary Cw(H) A G = ^(&).
Proof Cjh) A G = ( U £d(h) ) A G
n«w
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= w (£n(H) n g)
X1<W
= U Cn—1 (G)
n<£U
= CW(G).
Lemma 5.7 If A (»w) is a limit ordinal and n > 0, thon
(1.) £a(H) n G = £a(G)
(2) CA+n+1(H) n G = gp{ C^Cg) U [t(a,p) : alt a © depP = A+n
and alt cm < A] }.
Proof By induction cTv ^ + n,
The induction starts hy lemma 5.6 and its corollary.
Let A be a limit ordinal and suppose that the theorem
is true for all p < A. Then
£ (h) n G - (u C (H) ) n c
m<A h
= u U. .(H) n G)
IKA M
= U (£ (g) U gp[t(a, p) : alt a © depp = v + n and
v+n
alta < v])





We now show that (2) is true when n = 0.
Let A be a limit ordinal.
CA(H) HG = SA(G) C CA+1(H) n & C ^(g) by lemma 5.2.
Let g = t( cti fp\) 1 t(aK,pk) k e CA+1(&) be in canonical
form and suppose that altaj = A for some j ^ k.
Then [(l,e J,(g,0)] = n.e„ (+ other terms n.e perhaps
t> j J h j 1 ai.
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with ai. £ aj), but n.e / £>(H) A V.J &J A
So if g e i .(H) n G, then altai < A for 1 «i « k.A-H
Now suppose that altai < A for 1 $ i < k.
Since g e Ca+1(g), Vh e G, [g,h] e ^(g) = £a(h) A G.
n
Let v e V =Zi.n.e with the yi distinct.
1*1 1
Then [(1,v),(g,O)3 = g(v) - v = 0 if pi / yj , 1 S i £ k, 1 « j $
r
or ^_/k.e , where a;' = ai for soae i.
J-1. J aj
r
So [(l,v),(g,0)] = 0 or Zlk.e , with altaj1 ' < A
j=1 J aj
e SP[ ea : alt a < A] = Ca(h) AV.
Hence g e (h) A G.
So £^+^(h) n G = gp[t(a,p) : alt a & depp $ A and alt a < A]
= gp[ £a(g) h/ [t(a, p) I alt a & depp = A and alt a <
So (2) is true when n = 0.
Nov/ let n > 0 and suppose that (2) is true for rn <- n.
Then CA+n(H) AG = gp( C^^Cg) U [t(a,,p) : alt a & depp = Am-1
and alt a < A}].
By lenna 5.2, A & C C^^Cg).
First, we show that £A+n(G) A CA+n+1 (h) A G.
n t nk
Let g =t(ai„Pi) t(ak,Pk) e "be in canonical forn.
Then if h belongs to G, [g,h] <r ^^(g) C CA+n(H) n
n
Let v = X!n.e e V where the yj are distinct.
0=1 J yj
Then [(l,v),(g,0)] = g(v) - v » 0 or is of the foro
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r
Lk.e , whore each at' = ai for sone i i.e. altaj' < A. + n.
J=1 J aj
So [(l,v),(g,0)] e gp{ ea t alta < A + n\ * WH) n v-
So WG) CIw(!) nG •
^ k / \
Now let g »t(yi,8i) ...t(yk,5k) e be in
canonical form and suppose that g / C^+n(&)•
W.l.o.g. suppose that altyi & depSi = A + n, 1 $ i ^ k.
If there is a pair (yj,5j) with altyj = A + n, then
[(1#es .)»(fi»0)] = n.e (+ perhaps sone terns n.e . with yi £ yj)^ j J/j i yt
bUt njeyj ' WH) nV-
So altyi < A + n, 1 £ ± € k.
If altyi > A for sone i, then depSi is finite and > 0 and so
by lenna 2.9, there is a 0 > Si with depO =r depSi - 1.
Suppose that yi is a naxinal elenent associated with Si in g (if
not, y i* which is naxinal can be chosen such that altyi' £ A).
m i
Then, by lenna 3.1, [g,t(S'L, 0)] contains a tern t(yi,0) in
its canonical forn which cannot be cancelled and is not the
identity.
Since altyi & depd = A + n - 1 and altyi £ A,
[g,t(Si,o)] / cA+n(H) n G.
So altyi < A, 1 ^ i ^ k.
r
Let v =Zln.e
. e V where the cu are distinct.
i=1 1 1
[(l,v),(g,0)] = g(v) - t = 0 if ai / 5j, 1 $ i « r, 1 « j $ k,
n
or is of the fornLk.e , where yj" = yi for sone i, i.e. altyj'<A.
0=1 J Yj
So [(l,v),(g,0)] e C^n(H) nv.
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Let h f G be in canonical form, and let
n 1 n ^
[g>h] = • #t( u'k, Pk) in its canonical, foro.
Since g e ^A+n+1^' e ^A+n^ i,G* altal & dePPL < n*
3&y lenna 5.5, altai < A, 1 $ i $ k.
so [g,h] € CA+n(H) n G.
Hence CA+n+1 CH) ^ G = gp[ CA+n(&) U jt(a,p) : alt a. & depp = A + n
and alt a < A] ].
Hence result.
Theoren 5.8 If A (^£i>) is a linit ordinal and 0 < n < &>, then
CX(H) = gp[ ea : alt a < A|.£a(g)
Sn(H) =■ gpi ea : alt a < n}.£n-i(G)
^A+nCn) = SP[ ea : alt a < A + n].gp{ S^^^G) U [t(a>p) :
alt a G depp = A + n - 1 and alt a < A] ],
Proof Follows from lennas 5.3, 5.6 and 5.7 and theoren 5,4.
Corollary If the central height of G is a linit ordinal or 0, then
the central height of H » central height of G.
Otherwise, the central height of H > central height of G.
¥e nov/ consider the lower central series of H and obtain
a partial characterisation of it.
Lenna 5.9 y^(H) = ( y^(H) AV),y^(G) for every ordinal A.
Proof By induction.
The lenna is true if A = 1.
Let A be a Unit ordinal.
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Yx(h) = n y (H)
fi<A
= n( y (h) nv).y (G)
p<A
= n ( y (h) nv). n y (c)
p<A M p<A ^
= ( yA(H) nv).ya(g).
Suppose that y^H) =(y^(h) nv).y^(&).
Denote y (h) /iv by v and y (&) by g .
r1 H H r4
It is clear that y^+>|(h) nv-y^+1((&) c .
Vi(H) = tVH)>H] = [VVW1,
Choose a set of generators of y .(h) of the form [v g ,vg]/j+i n \i
with v € v,., g e g, v e v and g e g. Let ab be one of these
r •' r
generators. Then
ab = [v c ,vg]
6m
= [v ,vg] [gp,Vg]
= [v^g] [v ,v] [g »g][g >▼] .
y ,v are both normal in h and g is normal in &.
tr- r*
Gii B.j 66 m - p
ab = [v^ ,g lo^v] [g^gllg^ >' ]
6 U cr p
v evj-y cv, g f & since v and v are normal in h
and g^ is normal in g.
Sm 6m
Hence [v *g ] c v since v is normal in h
BBU
[v^,v] e v since v is normal in h
[g c v since v is normal in h.




p ^p*^ ^ [sp£,vS] e V^+1 (h).
Hence ab c (y ^(h) n v)-V^ (&) •
Hence result.
Lemma 5.1.0 If depa = <», then efi €
Proof By induction.
ea * y,(H) n V = V.
Let A be a limit ordinal.
If e e y (h) H V Vp < A, then e e fl y (h) H V = yA(H) H V.a P p<A P
Suppose that if depa = ^ then e^ e y (h) HV,
If depa = <af then by lenma 2.8, 3fi > a with dep/3 = «> and so
°P € yp(H) °Vi
ea = [ep,t(a,p)j <• [y^(H),H] - y^CH).
Hence ea e y (h) Hv.
Lemma 5.11 If depa » p, then t(p, cr)(ea) £ gp[ ep : depp > p],
Proof t(p, cr)(e_.) = e.. if a / a and then depa > p
= e +e if a = a.
a p
Since p < a = a, depp > depa » p err <*£|> - pUp ^ - £<? „
Corollary If depa » p, then [ea,t(p, a)] = t(p, °)(ea) - eQ
e gp[ ep : dep/3 ^ p + 1,j.
Proof If t(p, ar)(ea) = ea, then t(p, <r)(ea) - efl = 0.
If t(p,a)(ej = e + e , then [e ,t(p, a)] = e .
r r
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Since p < a = a, depp > depa J |i cf - cU^ <A r c° i.e. d(pp * A«''r
n
Lenna 5.12 If v = Zj a.e . with € F and depai, » p, 1 ^ i $ n,
i=1 1
k
then Vg e fr, g(v) = Lt.en. with b. € F and deppi 3= p, 1 ^ i 4 k,
i=1 1
Proof Follows fron lenna 5.11.
n
Corollary 5.15 If v = Aaa.e , a. e F and depai, » p, 1 4 i $ n,
~~
i=1 1 al 1
n
then Vg e G, [v,g] = g(v) - v = /Cc.e with c. e F andfa y L > faj faW IV 1
i=1
depy l £ p + 1, 1 4 i 4 n.
Proof Follows fron the corollary to lenna 5.11,
Lenna 5.14 Let x = [wh,vg] with w,v <r V, g <r G and h e yn + < (&).
If w c gp[ eQ : depa > nj, then x e gpj : depa > n+1} ,yn + 2(G).
Proof x = [wh,vg]
= [w,g]h[w,v]sh[h,g][h,v]6.
Since V is abelian, [w,v] = Q and so [w,v]^ = 0.
Hence x = [wh,gh][h,g][h,v]6
= [wh,gh][h,g][h,v][h,v,g].
Since w e gp[ e : depa > n], by lenna 5.12,on
€ gpl ea : depa » n}» : .
h li
By corollary 5.13, [w ,g ] e gp[ ea : depa 3= n + 1}.
Since h e yf,.t(G), [h,g] e yn +a(&).
n ^ n
h can be expressed in the forn t(ai,/?i ) t( ak> Pk)
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with sep(<xi,,P l) ^ n + 1.
Hence, by the corollaiy to lenna 2.37, depai » n + 1, 1 < i ^ k.
n
Let v = Zj d. e with d. f P.
1=115i
r
[h,v] = [v,h]~1 with depcrj £ n + 1, since
<1
h(e 5. ) - e c. or e ~ . + Zj n. e . with depa l ? n + 1.8/ Sj Sj i=1 x at
So [h,v] c gp[ e : depa > n + 1|.Q5l
Finally, [h,v,g] = [ [h,v],g] e gp{ e^ : depa £ n + 1 ] by
corollary 5,13.
Hence result.
Lenna 5.15 If n < w, then yn+i(H) D V = gp[ ea : depa » nj.
Froof The lenna is true if n = 0,
Suppose that yk(H) fl V - gp{ : depa £ k - 1],
Let x € yk+i(H) = (yk*t(H) (3V).yk + i(&) by lenna 5.9.
Then x can be expressed in the form
ni nk
x = [wiht.,vigil ....[wkhk^vkgk] with wi,vi e V, gi e G,
h;c yk(G) and w:e* yk(H) HV = gp{ : depa > k - 1 j Vi.
By lenna 5.14, [wlhi,vLgl] e gp[ : depa ? k].yk+i(&).
So x e gp[ : depa » k).yk+i(G).
So y^+1(H) riV C gp[ ea : depa » kj.
Let ea e i ea : depa £ k}.
By lenna 2.39, 3p > a vjith sep( a, p) = k.
Then t(a, p) e yk(G) = yk(H) n G.
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So eo = [e ,t(cr,p)] e [H,yk(H)] = yk+i(H).
So gp£ : depa » k} C yk+i(H) H V.
Hence result.
Corollary 5.16 ^ V = gp[ : depa » wj.
Proof y (h) n V = ( n yn(h) ) n V
W
new
= n y„(H) nv
n<a>
- n gpi • Hepa » n - 1}
n<w
= gp[ ea : depa £ w],
Theoren 5.17 If n < u, then yn+i(H) = gp| e.. : depa > nl.yn
— ' ' ■ QL
yjfi) = gp£ ea : depa £ «}.yw(&).
Proof Follows fron lennas 5.9 and 5.15 and corollary 5.16.
Lenna 5.18 ^et p > u. Then
gp( ea : depa £ p} C y^(H) ^ V.
Proof By induction «n
The induction starts by theoren 5.17.
Let A be a limit ordinal and let dep a £ A,
Then Vp < A, depa > p and e^ e gp( e^ : depP > pj.
Vp < A, efl e y (H) ^ V and so
ea e n vu(R) = y (H) nV.
p<A M
Suppose that the result is true whenever p < A.
Let depa ? A + 1.
Then there is a .p > a with depP > A and en e y^(H) HV,
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ea = te^CafP)] * [yA(H),H] =
The following results, which are extensions of lennas 5.11,
5.12 and. 5.14, are needed to extend the results about the
lower central series of H.
Lenna 5.19 Let p £ w. If f ( ep : depp ^ w and there is a y> P
with sep(P,y) ? p] = V , then Vp, a e fi with p < a,
r
t(p,cr)(e ) e SPi Qr : ^-ePP ^ ^ there is a y > P , sep(P,y) £ p).(X
i.e. is nomal in H.
Proof t(p,CT)(ea) = eQ if o /: a and then the result is obvious.
= ea + ep if ° ~ a an(^ then depp > depa > ifff
Since p < a and there is a y with sep(a, y) 2= p, sep(p, y) £ p.
Hence result.
Corollary Let p £ w. If eQ f { : depP » &) and there is a
y > P with sep(p, y) ? p}, then Vp, a e Q with p < or,
[e^tCp, a)] e gp[ ep : depp 2» ui and there is a y > p, sep(P,y)»p+1 ].
Proof [ea,t(p,a)] =t(p,cr)(ea) - ea.
If t(p,a)(ea) = e^, then CG^,t(p,cr)] = 0.
If t(p,cr)(ea) =ea + e^, then [ea,t(p,e)] = e^.
Since p < a, depp » w.
There is a y > a with sep(a, y) > p and so sep(p,y) » p + 1.
n
Lenna 5.20 Let p » oj and let v = Zj a. e with a. e P and
. i ai x
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e
. € [ q. ; depp ? 10 and there is a y > P with sep(P,y) > pj - VC£ I p
k
Then Vg e G, g(v) = Lt.e„, with b. e ? and
i Pi i
eg. e gpi e- J depP ? a) and there is a y > 8 with sep(P,y) > p],p i* p
i.e. is nornal in H.
Proof Follows fron lennia 5.19
n
Corollary 5.21 Let n 2 w and let v = Zj a.e . with e F and
i=1 1
ea■ € ^ ep 5 u ^here is a y > (3 with sep(P, y) > p}.
in
Then Vg e G, [v,g] = Zj c.e with c. e F andt>
• . ! y i, xx=1
e e [ e„ : depp > co and there is a y > P with sep(p,y) J (J + 1]
y i p
Proof Follows fron the corollary to lenna 5.19 and lemna 5.19.
Leinma 5.22 Let M ^ and let x = [wh, vg] with w,v e V, g e g,
and h e y (g). If b f V , where V is the subgroup defined
H1* ' r r
in lenna 5.19. then x e V „.y „(&).5 p+1 p+2 '
Proof x = [wh,vg] = [w,g]h[w,v]Gh[h,g][h,v]g.
crV»
Since V is abelian, [w,v] = 0 and so [w,v] — 0.
So x = [wh,gh][h,g][h,v] '
= [wh,gh][h,g][h,v][h,v,g].
Since w e V^, by lenna 5.19, w £ V^.
Vi V»
By corollary 5.21, [w , g ] e V
Since h <r yp+1(&)» [h,g] e y^+2(&).
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nt nk
h can be expressed in the forn t(a.t,Pi) ... . ,t( ak,Pk) with
sep(ai,/?i) ? /u + 1. By the corollary to lenna 2*37, depal » w.
n
Let v = XI d,eR..
i=1
<L • V* j* . <
1 O L
h(eR )=es if 5; JL Pi, 1 « i < k and 1 « j $ n,0 j °j
s
or e » + Zin.e where a\. = ol^ for sone ei e H,...,kj.
j i=1 1 ai
3
Depal » ui and so Zin.e e V ..r
. . x ai /x+1x=1
So [egj,h] e V^+1 and so [h,v] e .
Finally, since [h,v] e V +1, by corollary 5.21, [h,v,g] c V^+1.
Hence result.
Lenna 5,25 Let w2 > H 2 u). Then y , (h) H V = V where
r » * r
= gp[ ea : depa £ p + 1. or depa » ai and there is a P > a with
sep(a,p) 3= m}.
Proof By induction.
Let x e yw+1(H) = (yw+1(H) nV).yw+1(G) by lemna 5.9.
n, nk
Then x can be expressed in the forn [wihi,vigi] ...[wkhk,vkgk]
with vi e V, gi e G, hi € y^(G) and wl f y^(H) H V.
[wihi,vlgij = [vahl,glhL][hl,gl][hi,vi3[hl,vi,gi] since [wl,vi] =
li i
wl € gp( eQ : depa » u ] and so by lenna 5.12, wl l<r gp[e :depa »
By corollary 5.13, [wi*U,gi I e gpf e : depa > u + 11.QL
Since hi € y^G), [hl,gl] <r yw+1(G)»
n 11 V
hi can be expressed in the fom t(ai1,Pi1) ..».t(air,PirJ
with aep(aij,Pij) > io. Since sep(aij,pij) » a>, depaij » w.
'n lr
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For if depaij =n (<oj), then by lenna. 2.38, • sep(a\. j,pLj) « n.
n
Let v = XId. .e~. .
0=1 10 5lJ
By an argunent sinilar to that used in the proof of lenna 5.22,
[h i, v i] e Vu.
By corollary 5.21, [hi,vi,gi] e V^a
So y X,(H) n Y C V .' 10+1 V 10
Let depci 2 co + 1.
Then there is a 5 > a with depS £ a> and so e^ e yw(h) HV,
ea = [eg,t(a,6)] e [yjH),H] = y^CH).
Let depa > a; and let sep(a,p) > cj. t( a,p) e y (G) = y^CH) ^ G.
Then ea = [ep,t(a,/3)] e [H,y^(H)] = yw+1(H).
So the lenna is true when ju — to*
Now suppose that y^+^(H) n V is of the form stated in the
lenna. Let x <r y^+2(H) = (y^+2(H) nV).y^+2(&) by lenna 509„
n1 n-k
Then x can be expressed in the fom [wihi ,vi gi ] ... [v?khk, Vkgkl
with vi e V, gi e G, hi e y^+1(G) an& wi e y^+1(H) HV.
By lennas 5.13 and 5.22, x e V -j.y 2(g).
So y _(H) nvcv ,' H+2K ju+1.
Let depa > /u + 2. Then there is a S > a with depS ? /j + 1
and so eg e y^+1 (h) nv.
Qa = te5»t(a, 5)J e y^+2^*
Let depa £ co and let sep( a,/?) 2 n + 1. t(a,/3) e (G) .
Then eQ =- [ep,t( a,/j) ] e y^+2(n).
Hence result.
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Corollary 5.24 ^ V = gp£ : depa » a>2 or depa » co and
Vjx < o>2, there is a P^> a with sop (a,/?^) = gx].
Finally, wc consider the derived ser?£?s of H.
Lemma 5.25 8a(h) = (5a(h) nvJ.S^C).
Proof By induction.
The lemma is true if A =0.
Let A be a limit ordinal.
8 (h) = nl(H)
jJ<A K
= n (s (H) n v).s (g)
p<A M M
= n (s (h) n v). n s (g)
ju<A M /x<A P
= (sa(h) nv).sa(g).
Suppose that 8 (h) = (8^(h) nv).s^(G)
Call 8 (H) AW and 8 (&) G .
r* r* r* H
Clearly (S^Ch) n V) , S^+>(&) CS^Ch).
5 .(H) = [8 (H), 8 (H)) = [V G .V G ]./j+1 L #r '' #r 'J L n ir n /r
Choose a set of generators of 5 .j(h) of the form [vg,wh] where
v,w e V and g,h e G . Let x be one of these generators.
r r*
Then x = [vg,wh]
= [v,wk]E[g,wh]
- [v,h]e[v,w]hs[g,h][g,w]h.
V is normal in H and G is normal in G.
x = [v6,h6l[v,w]hs[g,h][6h,wh].
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vG and v?1 belong to V and h6 and g*1 belong to & .^
[g,hl e [G^G^I = 5p+1(&)^
[vh,hSl, [v,Y;]he and [gh,uhj[ belong to [8^(h), 5^(h)] = 8^+1(h),
iilso, [v^,h^], [v,yt]^ and [g*1,^] belong ti V aa V is a
normal subgroup of H.
So X < (sm(h) OVl.S^tl!).
Hence result.
Theoren 5.26 Sn(H) = YgnCH).
Proof fin(H) = (8„(H) H v).Sn(G) by lemma 5.25
= (5n(H) nv),y2n(s) by therren 4.8.
By theorem 3.4(iii) in (3),
8n(H) Cy2n,(H) = (y2n(H) nv).y2n(&).
So it is only necessary to shov; that
y2n(H) n V C Sn(H) n V.
The proof is by induction.
It is true if n — 0.
Suppose that ygnCH) HV C 8n(H) HV,
By lemma 5,15, gpj e a : depa 5* 2n - 1} C 5n(H) r\V.
Let e. c [ e : depa ^ 2n + 1 - 1 ].
a 1 a *
By corollary 2.41, 3p with depp ? 2n - 1 and sep(a, p) z 2n.
Then t(a,,p) e y0n(G) = sr>(&) and e e 8n(H) HV,P
So e = [e ,t(or, p)] C 8n + 1('H) H Vi
(2/ p
Hence y0n.*<(H) fl V C 8n+i(H) n V.
Hence result.
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Corollary 5.27 S^(h) = yjh) .




= yw(H) by reasoning sinilar to that used in the
proof of corollary 4.9,
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